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Abstract
We show that the finite-dimensional convex compact sets having the
properties of spectrality and strong symmetry are precisely the normalized
state spaces of finite-dimensional simple Euclidean Jordan algebras and the
simplices. Various assumptions are known characterizing complex quantum
state spaces among the Jordan state spaces, which combine with this the-
orem to give simple characterizations of finite-dimensional quantum state
space.
Spectrality and strong symmetry arose in the study of “general proba-
bilistic theories” (GPTs), in which convex compact sets are considered as
state spaces of abstractly conceivable physical systems, though not neces-
sarily ones corresponding to actual physics. We discuss some implications
of our result—which is purely convex geometric in nature—for such theo-
ries. A major concern in the study of such theories, and also in the theory
of operator algebras, has been the characterization of the state spaces of
finite and infinite-dimensional Jordan algebras, and the characterization of
standard quantum theory over complex Hilbert spaces, or the state spaces
of von Neumann or C∗-algebras, within the class of Jordan-algebraic state
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2spaces. In the finite-dimensional case, our characterization of simple Jordan-
algebraic state spaces and classical (i.e. simplicial) state spaces, can serve
as an alternative to existing characterizations of Jordan-algebraic systems,
for example via the properties of positive projections associated with faces
[1, 2].
While our result is purely convex-geometric in nature, it has strong im-
plications for work relating geometric properties of the state spaces of sys-
tems to physical and information processing characteristics of GPT theories.
It shows that some generalizations of important aspects of quantum and clas-
sical thermodynamics to theories satisfying natural postulates, e.g. in [3, 4],
apply to a narrower class of theories than might have been hoped, already
relatively close to complex quantum theory since their systems are Jordan
algebraic. Sorkin’s notion of irreducibly k-th order interference, involving k
or more possibilities, generalizing the interference between two possibilities
in quantum theory, has been studied in the GPT framework and looked for in
experiments. Our result shows that the assumption of no higher-order (k≥ 3)
interference, used along with spectrality and strong symmetry to character-
ize the same class of Jordan-algebraic convex sets in [5], was superfluous.
It also implies that [6]’s extension, on the assumption that interference is no
greater than some fixed maximal degree k, of the important Ω(
√
N) lower
bound on the quantum black-box query complexity of searching N possibil-
ities for one having a desired property (which is achieved by Grover’s cele-
brated quantum algorithm), to a class of GPTs satisfying certain postulates
allowing the formulation of a generalized notion of query algorithm actu-
ally applies in the Jordan-algebraic setting where higher-order interference
(k ≥ 3) is not possible.
On the other hand, our work suggests that whether one is interested in
investigating the physical and information properties of possible probabilis-
tic theories or in the geometric properties of convex compact sets, it is worth
focusing on the implications of postulates weaker than the conjunction of
strong symmetry and spectrality.
1 Introduction
In [5], the normalized state spaces of simple finite-dimensional Euclidean Jordan
algebras, and the simplices, were characterized as the unique finite-dimensional
compact convex sets satisfying three properties: spectrality, strong symmetry, and
the absence of higher-order interference. In this paper, we show that the same
class of convex compact sets is characterized by the first two of these properties:
3Theorem 1.1. A finite-dimensional convex compact set is spectral and strongly
symmetric if and only if it is a simplex or affinely isomorphic to the space of
normalized states of a simple Euclidean Jordan algebra.
Simplices are the state spaces of particular nonsimple Euclidean Jordan alge-
bras, namely products of several copies of the trivial (one-dimensional) Euclidean
Jordan algebra, so this theorem implies the claim in our title.
Spectrality (in this convex sense) and strong symmetry are notions originating
in an area of research, now often called “general probabilistic theories” (GPTs),
that considers convex compact sets as an abstract notion of state space of a sys-
tem, physical or otherwise, on which one can make measurements, attempt to
control the dynamics, etc.; a state encodes the probabilities of the results of all
measurements that it is possible to make on a system. Roughly speaking, a sys-
tem specified by a convex compact state space Ω is spectral if every state is a
convex combination of pure (i.e. extremal, in the convex sense) states that are
perfectly distinguishable from each other via some measurement it is possible to
perform on the system. A system is strongly symmetric if the symmetry group of
its state space acts transitively on the set of lists (of a given length) of perfectly
distinguishable states. These two properties are convex abstractions of proper-
ties that hold for quantum systems: in the quantum case, the state space is the
set of density matrices on a Hilbert space, perfectly distinguishable sets of states
are the sets of rank-one projectors (pure density matrices) vv† corresponding to
orthonormal sets of Hilbert space vectors v (modulo phase factors), spectrality is
the spectral decomposition of density matrices, and strong symmetry reflects the
facts that any orthonormal basis can be taken to any other via a unitary operator
and that conjugations by unitaries, ρ 7→UρU†, are symmetries of the set of den-
sity matrices. Although much of quantum physics is best represented in infinite-
dimensional Hilbert spaces, quantum information theory has focused on degrees
of freedom that can be represented in finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, or on
controlling finite-dimensional subalgebras of observables in larger systems, cor-
responding to effective finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, e.g. ones describable as
tensor products of two-dimensional complex Hilbert spaces (“qubits”). And most
of the characteristically quantum phenomena such as interference, tradeoffs be-
tween information gain and disturbance in the measurement process, the existence
of incompatible observables, and entanglement, that are associated with the cryp-
tographic and computational advantages of quantum information processing over
classical, are already present in finite-dimensional systems. So finite-dimensional
results such as those of the present paper can help us understand the conceptual
4and physical basis of such quantum phenomena. Indeed most recent research on
general probabilistic theories has been done in finite-dimensional settings.
That simple Euclidean Jordan algebras and simplices are spectral and strongly
symmetric is known (cf. [5]), so the new result here is the converse. It is obtained
by showing that compact convex sets in finite dimension satisfying spectrality and
strong symmetry are (up to affine isomorphism) a subset of the regular convex
bodies, defined in [7] as bodies whose symmetry group acts transitively on max-
imal chains of faces, and using the classification of those convex bodies in [8] to
verify that this subset consists precisely of the abovementioned classes of sets.
Several recent works have explored the consequences of the conjunction of
spectrality and strong symmetry, or sets of principles that imply these, for the
state space of a system in the GPT framework. In particular, in [6], the important
lower bound of Ω(
√
N) queries (due to Bennett, Brassard, Bernstein, and Vazirani
[9]) on computing OR (that is, x1∨x2∨· · ·∨xN) via quantum queries to an N-bit-
string (x1,x2, · · · ,xN) ∈ {0,1}N, which shows that one cannot improve on the
√
N
queries used in Grover’s quantum algorithm for “searching” over N possibilities
for one having a desired property, was extended to systems satisfying a set of
five postulates. These postulates include strong symmetry, and imply (by results
in [10]) spectrality. In [3], the conjunction of strong symmetry and spectrality
was shown to imply thermodynamical results generalizing important facts about
quantum thermodynamics, and similar results were obtained in [4]. Our work
implies that these recent results, as well as additional results on query complexity
obtained in [11], apply to a much smaller set of GPT systems than might have
been hoped. We discuss this further in the concluding section of the paper.
The paper is organized as follows. After this outline of the paper’s structure,
Section 1.1 briefly describes some terminological and mathematical conventions
used in the rest of the paper. Section 2 provides the necessary background on
convex compact sets and associated structures, especially their groups of auto-
morphisms, and defines the notion of measurement, which is used in formulat-
ing the notion of perfect distinguishability and the properties of spectrality and
strong symmetry which depend on it. It also touches on the use of this frame-
work to represent potential physical systems abstractly, which motivates notions
like measurement, distinguishability, spectrality, and strong symmetry. Section
3 defines perfect distinguishability, spectrality and strong symmetry, and reviews
important consequences (mostly from [5]) of the latter two properties that will be
needed in proving the main theorem. Section 4 describes the main class of convex
compact sets that are the target of the characterization via spectrality and strong
symmetry in the main theorem: the normalized state spaces of simple Euclidean
5Jordan algebras. It also reviews the already-known direction of the main theorem
for these cases, explaining how known results in Jordan theory imply that these
state spaces are spectral and strongly symmetric. Finally, it reviews the struc-
ture of these Jordan algebras considered as representations of the automorphism
groups of their normalized state spaces, and of the automorphism groups of the
cones over these state spaces. This structure will be used in the proof of the main
theorem in Section 9, to compare them with the polar representations in which
Madden and Robertson [8] embed all regular convex bodies in order to classify
them. Section 5 briefly reviews the easily seen fact that simplices, the other part
of the class of bodies we characterize, are spectral and strongly symmetric, which
completes the proof of the “if” direction of the main theorem. Section 6 estab-
lishes, via a direct and simple geometric argument essentially from [12] (but also
using strong symmetry which was not explicitly assumed there), the “only if” di-
rection for the special case of strongly symmetric spectral systems in which no
more than a pair of states can be perfectly distinguished at once: they are affinely
isomorphic to balls. This enables us to avoid some case-checking later. Section
7 introduces the main tools we will use in the new part of our characterization
theorem: the notion of regular convex body and associated theory, and Section 8
describes the classification by Madden and Robertson [8] of these bodies as con-
vex hulls of particular orbits in polar representations of compact groups, along
with some of the theory of polar representations used in the classification. The
classification uses a one-to-one correspondence (which was described in Section
7) which associates each regular convex body Ω embedded as the convex hull of
an orbit in a polar representation with a polytope pi(Ω) given as the convex hull
of a particular orbit of the “restricted Weyl group” of the representation, acting
in a subspace a, with pi(Ω) = a∩Ω. Finally, Section 9 completes the proof of
the characterization theorem by proving the new part: that all strongly symmetric
spectral convex compact sets are normalized state spaces of simple Jordan alge-
bras, or simplices. This is done by first proving that they are regular, and then
that the associated polytope pi(Ω) is a simplex. We then go through the list of
representations in the Madden-Robertson classification of regular convex bodies,
and verify that all of those (other than the simplices themselves) whose polytope
is a simplex with three or more vertices occur in polar representations of automor-
phism groups of Euclidean Jordan algebras acting on those algebras. We compare
the representation-theoretic description of the orbits leading to normalized Jordan
state spaces from Section 4, to the description of the points whose orbits yield
the regular convex body in the Madden-Robertson construction, and see that, up
to an affine transformation, they are the same. Section 10 discusses the implica-
6tions of the result for GPTs, including recent work assuming strong symmetry and
spectrality; discusses several simple and physically or informationally meaning-
ful ways of adding additional assumptions to further narrow the class of systems
to that of standard complex quantum theory, and also discusses the relation of
the present work to other characterizations of Jordan-algebraic state spaces, and
Section 11 briefly concludes.
1.1 Some mathematical terminology
A few terminological conventions and definitions are worth noting. We will some-
times abuse notation by referring to a singleton set, {x}, by the name of its ele-
ment x, especially when {x} is the face of a convex set consisting of the sin-
gle extremal point x. For S any subset of an inner product space V,( · , ·) we
define S⊥ := {x ∈ V : ∀y ∈ S (x,y) = 0}. We also adopt the common practice
whereby, when we substitute a set in a place in an expression where an element
of the set is expected, the expression is taken to refer to the set of all its refer-
ents when elements of the set are substituted in that place. For example, for S
a subset of an inner product space V , {x : (x,S) = 0} has the same meaning as
{x : ∀y ∈ S (x,y) = 0}, i.e. it refers to S⊥; for G a group acting on a set S, G.x for
fixed x ∈ S is the orbit through x, and so forth.
We use the notation En to indicate n-dimensional Euclidean space, by which
we mean a finite-dimensional real vector space equipped with a distinguished pos-
itive definite inner product (a concrete example is Rn equipped with the dot prod-
uct). When S is a subset of a real affine space or linear space, we use the notation
Conv S for the convex hull of S, i.e. the set of all convex combinations of elements
of S.
For any group G acting linearly on a vector space V , and any subspace L of
V , we denote the subgroup that preserves the subspace L by GL, and the subgroup
that fixes L pointwise by GL. (NG(L) and ZG(L) are also common notation for
these.) We write G0 for the connected identity component of a Lie group G, and
Gs0 for the semisimple part of G0.
We write := or =: to indicate that the expression on the side with the colon is
defined by the expression on the side with the equals sign, both when defining an
expression for the first time and in occasional reminders. Finally, as is common
in the literature, we use “positive” to mean “nonnegative”.
72 Background and framework
We study convex compact subsets Ω of finite-dimensional real affine spaces A.
From now on the term “convex compact set” refers to such sets. Unless otherwise
noted, it refers to full-dimensional sets, i.e. ones whose affine span, Aff Ω, is A.
We will be concerned with intrinsic properties of such a set, which are invariant
under affine transformations. In this setting, unlike the setting of compact con-
vex subsets of Euclidean space (defined as a finite-dimensional real vector space
with positive definite inner product), there is no way of distinguishing a notion of
rectangle from that of square or parallelogram, for example; a trapezoid, however,
represents a distinct affine isomorphism class from the other three.
Some intrinsic properties of convex compact sets are best formulated by em-
bedding Aff Ω as an affine hyperplane, not containing the origin, in a real vec-
tor space V of dimension one greater than the dimension, which we’ll call n, of
Aff Ω. The properties we study are independent of the particular embedding.
Such an embedding determines the convex, topologically closed, pointed, gener-
ating cone1 V+ := R+Ω, its dual cone V
∗
+ ⊂ V ∗, and a unique u in the interior of
V ∗+, defined by the property that u(Ω) = 1 (meaning u(ω) = 1 for all ω ∈Ω).
Definition 2.1. Let a compact convex set Ω of dimension n be embedded in an
affine hyperplane in V \ {0} where V is a vector space of dimension n+ 1, as
above. We call V+ := R+Ω ⊂ V the cone over Ω, the cone generated by Ω, or
Cone (Ω).2 We call the unique u ∈ int V ∗+ defined by the property that u(Ω) = 1,
the order unit associated with Ω.3
We also define the cone generated by S, sometimes writing it as Cone (S),
for general subsets S of a real vector space V , as the set of nonnegative linear
combinations of elements of S; in the special case of S = Ω in the setting of
Definition 2.1 this agrees with the definition given there. For our purposes, a
cone C is defined to be a subset of a real vector space, closed under addition and
1These concepts will be defined below.
2Note that V+ by itself does not determine Ω; different choices of u ∈ int V ∗+ give rise to dif-
ferent bases for V+, which need not in general be affinely isomorphic. For example, a cone with
square base also has trapezoidal bases, obtained for example by swinging the hyperplane contain-
ing the square base around one edge of the square (which we can think of as a “hinge”). V+, on
the other hand, is determined (up to affine isomorphisms) by Ω in the above construction (inde-
pendently of the particular embedding of Aff Ω into V\{0}).
3The term comes from the theory of order-unit and base-norm Banach spaces; see for example
[13, 1].
8nonnegative scalar multiplication. It is called generating if it spans the vector
space, and pointed if C ∩−C = {0}. The cones obtained from Definition 2.1
are pointed, generating, and topologically closed. For reasons that will become
clearer later, sometimesV ∗ is referred to as the observable space.
An important interpretation of this formalism, which was the motivation and
setting of [5], views Ω as the space of normalized states of an abstract physical
system. This may or may not correspond to the state space of any system in physi-
cal theories currently in use. Because of this interpretation, we sometimes use the
terms “state” for elements of Ω, and “pure state” for extremal elements of Ω. For
instance, for finite-dimensional quantum systems corresponding to a Hilbert space
of finite dimension d, Ω, of affine dimension d2−1, is the set of density matrices
(i.e. unit-trace positive semidefinite d×d complex Hermitian matrices). The pure
states are the rank-one density matrices (which are the Hermitian projectors onto
one-dimensional subspaces of the underlying Hilbert space). The cone V+ is the
positive semidefinite matrices.
An (n−1)-simplex in an affine space is the convex hull of n affinely indepen-
dent points; if x1, ...,xn are such points, we write △(x1, ...,xn) for this simplex.
The (n−1) in (n−1)-simplex refers to its dimension, equal to the dimension of
the affine space it spans. All k-simplices are affinely isomorphic; the abstract k-
simplex, i.e. the affine equivalence class of such simplices, or an arbitrary such
simplex considered only up to affine equivalence, is often referred to as △k. In
the “operational” or GPT interpretation, the (n−1)-simplex is often thought of as
a finite-dimensional classical state space. The associated vector space V of one
higher dimension is usually taken to be Rn, with the extremal points xi embedded
as the unit coordinate vectors ei = (0,0, ...,0,1,0, ...0)with 1 in the i-th place, so
that△n−1 is identified with the standard probability simplex.
The barycenter (also known as centroid) c(Ω) of a full-dimensional compact
convex set Ω⊂A, where dimA= dimΩ= n, is defined by introducing coordinates
so as to identify A with Rn, and letting:
c(Ω) :=
∫
Ω
dµ(x)x (1)
where dµ is Lebesgue measure on Rn. One shows that c(Ω) is independent of the
particular coordinatization of A as Rn, and (what amounts to the same thing) that
c(Ω) is covariant under affine transformations, i.e. for any affine transformation
T , it holds that c(T (Ω)) = T (c(Ω)).
The automorphism group, Aut Ω, of Ω is the set of affine transformations of
Aff Ω that take Ω onto itself. It is a compact group. (This is often called Ω’s
9symmetry group but (mainly for consistency with [7, 8]) we’ll reserve that term
for use in a slightly different context to be introduced later.) We’ll often denote
it with the letter K. In the GPT literature, its elements are often called reversible
transformations. Any affine space can be viewed as a vector space by choosing
a point to be 0; it is natural to do this for Aff Ω by taking the barycenter of Ω as
zero. (This should not be confused with the extension of Aff Ω to the vector space
V described above, which is of one greater dimension.) The transformations in
Aut Ω, because they are affine, fix the barycenter, so with respect to this vector
space structure on Aff Ω, they are linear. They also extend (as do any affine
transformations on Aff Ω) linearly to all of V . We may also refer to the extension
as Aut Ω, or as K (K and its extension are of course isomorphic as groups). In fact
we have:
Proposition 2.2. Let Ω be a compact convex subset of A ≃ Aff Ω. A may be
equipped with the structure of a Euclidean space E in such a way that Aut Ω ⊆
O(E). In doing so, the barycenter of Ω becomes 0 ∈ E, and Aut Ω is precisely the
subgroup of O(E) that preserves Ω.
This follows from the well-known fact that if a compact group K acts linearly
on a real vector space V , there exists a K-invariant inner product on V 4 and the
fact that Aut Ω is a compact group that fixes c(Ω) (Proposition 2.4).
Definition 2.3. We call the identification of Aff Ω with a Euclidean vector space E
such that Aut Ω ⊆ O(E)≡ O(Aff Ω) a canonical embedding of Ω into Euclidean
space.
Recalling the construction of the cone V+ ⊂ V over Ω in Definition 2.1, we
note that we can also equip V with an inner product so that K’s extension to V is
a subgroup of O(n+1). This subgroup will fix the ray R+c(Ω), i.e. the ray over
the image of 0 := c(Ω) under the embedding of Aff Ω into V . With this choice
of inner product, and identifying V ∗ with V via the inner product, u ∈ V is the
embedded image of 0 ∈ E ≃ Aff Ω.
The following fact is very useful:
Proposition 2.4. Let K :=Aut Ω act transitively on the extreme boundary ∂eΩ of
Ω, and let ω ∈ ∂eΩ. Then
∫
K dµ(k)k.ω = c(Ω), where dµ is Haar measure on K.
c(Ω) is the unique K-invariant point in Ω.
4One proves this by verifying that if 〈., .〉 : V ×V → R :: (x,y) 7→ 〈x,y〉 is an arbitrary inner
product on V , then (x,y) 7→ ∫K dk〈kx,ky〉, where dk is normalized Haar measure on K, is a K-
invariant inner product.
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The property in the premise of this proposition, transitive action of Aut Ω
on ∂eΩ, is sometimes called reversible transitivity on pure states. A convex set
with the property is also sometimes called an orbitope, following [14]. When
the compact group and representation K are clear, we will sometimes refer to
Conv K.ω as the orbitope over ω or the orbitope generated by ω . If the connected
identity component of Aut Ω acts transitively on ∂eΩ, we say Ω has continuous
reversible transitivity.
The next two definitions are essential for defining the central properties we
will investigate: spectrality and strong symmetry.
Definition 2.5. An effect is an element of the interval [0,u] ⊆ V ∗+, with respect
to the (partial) ordering of V ∗ induced by V ∗+ (namely, x ≥ y := x− y ∈ V ∗+). A
measurement is a finite sequence ei, i ∈ {1, ...,m} of effects such that ∑mi=1 ei = u.
An equivalent characterization of effects is as precisely the elements of V ∗
that satisfy, for all ω ∈Ω, ei(ω) ∈ [0,1]⊂R. (While the first clause only requires
them to be in V ∗, the rest of the definition implies they are positive, i.e. in V ∗+.) In
the operational interpretation effects, since they give probabilities when evaluated
on states, are used to mathematically represent the probabilities of outcomes of
measurements. The definition of measurement guarantees that for every state ω ∈
Ω, the probabilities ei(ω) for the outcomes 1, . . . ,m of a measurement e1, ...,em
sum to 1: ∑i ei(ω) = u(ω) = 1.
Since we are in finite dimension, a positive definite inner product ( · , ·) : V ×
V →R induces (as does any nondegenerate bilinear form, positive definite or not)
an isomorphism between V ∗ and V . It is common to use such an inner product
to represent the dual space “internally” in the primal space; then the dual cone
becomes V ∗internal+ := {y ∈V : ∀x ∈V+,(y,x)≥ 0}. We say that a cone V+ is self-
dual if there exists an inner product with respect to which V ∗internal+ = V+.5 We
will call such an inner product self-dualizing.
When, as in much of this paper, we deal with self-dual cones, we will nor-
mally fix a self-dualizing inner product, use it to identify V with V ∗ and drop the
superscript “internal”.
A face of a convex set C is a convex subset F such that whenever x= ∑i pixi,
with pi > 0, is a finite convex decomposition of x ∈ F in terms of xi ∈C, all the xi
are in F . An exposed face is the intersection of C with a supporting hyperplane;
5This is a properly stronger property than affine isomorphism of V ∗+ with V+, which is some-
times called “weak self-duality”. The cone with square base, for example, separates the two
properties.
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it is easily shown to be a face, but the two notions are not equivalent. Where
necessary we modify these definitions so that (1) C itself is considered to be an
exposed face as well as a face, and (2) the empty set is considered to be an exposed
face, and a face, when C is compact, but not when C is a cone. This gives a
bijection ϕ between the faces of the coneV+ ≡R+Ω⊂V over Ω, and the faces of
a convex compact set Ω: for each face G of R+Ω, ϕ(G) := G∩Aff Ω is a face of
Ω. ϕ’s inverse takes each nonempty face H of Ω to the face R+H of G, and ∅ to
{0}. There is an analogous bijection in the case of exposed faces. When ordered
by inclusion, the set of faces and the set of exposed faces are each lattices, in which
we write the least upper bound (“join”) of a pair x,y of elements as x∨y, and their
greatest lower bound (“meet”) as x∧y. In any lattice, meet and join are associative.
For any subset S of a convex set C, we define the face generated by S, face(S) as
the smallest face that contains S. (Of course it must be shown unique for this to
be an admissible definition; it is.) So for a pair of elements face({x,y}) = x∨ y,
and by associativity of join, for a finite set of elements, face({x1, ....,xk}) = x1∨
x2∨· · ·∨ xk. A similar notion applies to the lattice of exposed faces: ExpFace(S),
the exposed face generated by S, is the smallest exposed face containing S. When
several convex sets may coexist in the same space, we may use the name of a set as
a subscript to indicate which convex set we are generating a face in, e.g. faceC(S)
is the face ofC generated by S.
Both the set of faces and the set of exposed faces of a compact convex set Ω
or of a (pointed, closed, generating) cone V+, are bounded lattices. Their upper
bounds are Ω (resp. V+), and lower bound ∅ (resp. {0}). 6
A cone V+ is said to be perfect if V can be equipped with an inner product
such that every face F of V+, including V+ itself, is equal to its dual with respect
to the restriction of the inner product to lin F .7
In the literature on general probabilistic theories, systems are sometimes mod-
eled using an explicit specification of a proper subset of the sets of effects and of
measurements, or positive maps, subject to reasonable conditions, called the “al-
lowed” or “physical” effects, measurements, or positivemaps. When the full set of
effects is allowed, the system is said to satisfy the “no-restriction hypothesis”. We
are concerned with intrinsic properties of the compact convex set Ω which cannot
depend on such a choice, so we have no need of this possibility. We mention it
6The face lattice is an affine invariant of compact convex sets, but does not fully separate affine
equivalence classes of compact convex sets, as the fact that a cone and its base have isomorphic
face lattices, but the cone does not in general determine its base up to affine equivalence, illustrates.
7The cone with pentagonal base (indeed, the cone over any regular n-gon with odd number of
vertices greater than 3) illustrates that this is properly stronger than self-duality.
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because the framework used in [5] does allow for the possibility of a restricted set
of allowed effects, and the notions of spectrality and strong symmetry in [5] are
defined as we define them here except that the notion of perfect distinguishability
used is with respect to the set of allowed effects. In principle this could affect
the notions of spectrality, and of strong symmetry, for a fixed state space. How-
ever, the conjunction of spectrality and strong symmetry, even with respect to a
restricted set of effects, is shown in [5] to imply no-restriction. All of the results
we use from [5] concern consequences of the conjunction of these two properties,
so they hold equally for strongly symmetric spectral sets in our more specialized
setting.
3 Distinguishability, spectrality, and strong symme-
try
In this section we continue to use Ω to refer to an arbitrary finite-dimensional
compact convex set.
Definition 3.1. A set of points ωi, i∈ {1, ...,k} in Ω is called perfectly distinguish-
able if there is a measurement {ei}, i ∈ {1, ...,k} such that ei(ω j) = δi j.
In the operational interpretation, perfect distinguishabilitymeans that if we are
guaranteed that a physical system has been prepared in one of the states ω1, ..,ωk,
but we do not know which one, we may ascertain which one was prepared with
perfect certainty by doing the measurement {ei}. If we get the result j, then
the state that was prepared must have been ω j. Perfect distinguishability, and
approximations to it, are central to considerations of the information storage and
processing properties of abstract systems in this interpretation.
An equivalent characterization of distinguishability will also be useful to us.
We call an indexed set of effects E = {ei} a submeasurement if ∑i ei ≤ u. For each
submeasurement E = {e1, ...,er}, the indexed set E ′ := {e1, ...,er,er+1}, where
er+1 := u−∑ri=1 ei, is a measurement. We could have equally well defined perfect
distinguishability of ω1, ...,ωr as the existence of a submeasurement such that
ei(ω j) = δi j, for it is easy to see that er+1(ωi) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, ..,r}, whence
there are many ways of constructing an r-outcome measurement {e′1, ...,e′r} such
that ei(ω j) = δi j—for instance, let e
′
1 = e1+er+1, and e
′
i = ei for all i ∈ {2, ...,r}.
Definition 3.2. [5] A sequence ω1, ...,ωk of perfectly distinguishable pure states
is called a frame, or a k-frame if we wish to specify its cardinality.
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In GPT models in which restricted sets of allowed effects are specified, as
done in [5], distinguishability and frames are usually defined with respect to the
allowed effects, so fewer sets of states may be distinguishable, and there may
be fewer frames, than in the no-restriction case. Although we referenced [5] for
the above definitions, we have defined distinguishability, and hence all concepts
dependent on it, with respect to the set of all effects. So for us, these notions
depend only the convex geometry of Ω.
Definition 3.3. A frame in Ω is called maximal if it is not a subsequence of any
other frame.
Although the cardinality of a frame can be no greater than n+ 1 (recall that
n := dim(Aff Ω)), for a given Ω the maximal cardinality of a frame may be much
less than n.8
We are now ready to introduce the two properties of convex sets that we will
use in our characterization theorem.
Definition 3.4 ([5]). A convex compact set Ω is called spectral if, for each point
ω ∈Ω, there is some frame whose convex hull contains ω .9
This is a very strong property of convex compact sets. Jordan algebraic state
spaces satisfy a stronger property, called unique spectrality, which requires that
for any two convex decompositions ω = ∑ki=1 piωi = ∑
r
i=1qiτi of ω into the ele-
ments ωi,τi of two frames, k= r and there exists a permutation σ of {1, ...,k} such
that qσ(i) = pi. Unique spectrality was not assumed in [5] and will not be assumed
in our characterization theorem either, but it follows [5] from the conjunction of
spectrality and the next property, strong symmetry.
Definition 3.5. A convex compact set Ω of dimension n is called strongly sym-
metric if, for each k ∈ {1, ...,n+1}, Aut Ω acts transitively on the set of k-frames.
8An example of the latter phenomenon is the mixed-state space (the density matrices) of a d-
dimensional quantum system, where as mentioned before, dim(Aff Ω) = d2− 1. The frames are
just lists of mutually orthogonal rank-one projectors, and the cardinality (length) of a largest such
list is d, which is far from achieving the general upper bound of n+ 1 which is here d2. Modulo
reorderings a simplex has a unique maximal frame, the set of vertices of the simplex; the frames
of a simplex are just the ordered subsets of the vertices, i.e. finite sequences, without repetition, of
vertices. In this case, the general upper bound is achieved.
9There are other notions of spectrality for convex compact sets in the literature, for instance
Alfsen and Shultz’s ([1], Definition 8.74). Although related, Alfsen and Shultz’s notion should not
be confused with the one used here. However the conjunction of our weak notion of spectrality
with strong symmetry also implies [5] that Ω is spectral in Alfsen and Shultz’s sense. Riedel [15]
also introduced a notion of spectral ordered linear space, but we will not use it here.
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Note that the set of k-frames may well be empty for many values of k (in which
case, trivially, Aut Ω acts transitively on it).
“Strong symmetry” was the term introduced in [5]. “Frame-symmetric” or
“frame-transitive” might have been a better choice. The notion of frame that is
involved in the definition of strong symmetry is not itself obviously symmetry-
related. And for sets having few frames, it is actually not a very strong symmetry
requirement.
Since a k-frame is a finite sequence of perfectly distinguishable pure states,
strong symmetry implies that one can arbitrarily permute the elements of any set
of perfectly distinguishable pure states, via symmetries. It is therefore at least
prima facie a stronger property than requiring that every set of perfectly distin-
guishable pure states (which we might call an unordered frame) can be mapped
onto any other such set of the same size by a symmetry.10
We collect some more consequences of the conjunction of spectrality and
strong symmetry in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6 (Mostly from [5]). For a convex compact set Ω that is spectral
and strongly symmetric, the following hold:
1. Every face of Ω is generated by a frame. Any two frames that generate the
same face F have the same cardinality, which we call the rank, |F|, of the
face. If the face G is a proper subset of F, then |G|< |F|.
2. Every face of Ω is exposed.
3. The cone V+ := R+Ω over Ω is a perfect self-dual cone. The self-dualizing
inner product (., .) can be chosen to be Aut Ω-invariant, and such that
(ω,ω) = 1 for all pure states (extremal points) ω of Ω.
4. With respect to the self-dualizing inner product on V , the elements of any
frame are an orthonormal set. The states of a frame, viewed as elements
of the dual space via this inner product, are effects, and are therefore a
distinguishing submeasurement for that frame. If ω1, ...,ωn is a maximal
frame, i.e. a frame for Ω, then ∑ni=1ωi is the order unit.
10The pentagon (like any regular n-gon with n > 3) provides an example of a non-spectral but
strongly symmetric convex compact set. Spectral but not strongly symmetric convex compact sets
also abound: for example, any ball is easily smoothly deformed to another smooth, strictly convex
set with trivial automorphism group; all smooth, strictly convex sets are spectral.
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5. If F = ω1 ∨ · · · ∨ωk for some frame ω1, ...,ωk (equivalently, F is the face
generated by that frame) then the barycenter of F is ∑ki=1ωi/k. (It follows
that ∑ki=1ωi does not depend on which frame ω1, ...,ωk for F is summed
over.)
6. If F is a face of V+, (resp. Ω) then F
′ := F⊥∩V+ (resp. F⊥∩Ω) is a face
of V+ (resp. Ω) such that F ∧F ′ = {0} (resp. F ∧F ′ =∅) and F ∨F ′ =V+
(resp. F ∨F ′ = Ω). (Here all ⊥’s and linear spans are taken in V , with
respect to the self-dualizing, invariant inner product.) In a lattice, these two
conditions define what it means for an element F ′ to be a complement of F,
so we call F ′ the face complementary to F, or simply F’s complement.
7. The face generated by a maximal frame is Ω itself. Every frame A of Ω,
generating a face F, extends to a maximal frame M, by appending a frame
B for F ′. Similarly if F < G (i.e. F ( G), every frame for F extends to a
frame for G.
8. The map F 7→ F ′ on the face lattice of V+ (equivalently of Ω) is an ortho-
complementation, with respect to which the lattice is orthomodular, i.e. for
F ≤ G, G = F ∨ (F ′ ∧G). The additional states appended to a frame on
F in order to extend it to a frame on G (cf. item 7 above), are a frame for
F ′∧G.
We may think of orthomodularity as stating that F ′∧G behaves as a “relative
orthocomplement” of F in G, i.e. an orthocomplement in the sublattice consisting
of elements below or equal to G.
Proof. Item 1 is Proposition 2 of [5]. Item 2 follows easily from item 1.
Item 3 is established in [5] in the course of proving Theorem 8 of that paper,
which states that for every face F , the orthogonal projection (with respect to the
self-dualizing Aut Ω-invariant inner product) PF onto the linear span of a face
F , is a positive map. Iochum [16] showed that for self-dual cones, positivity of
all such projections with respect to a self-dualizing inner product is equivalent
to perfection. The self-duality of the cones R+Ω ⊂ V over strongly symmetric
spectral convex sets, with respect to an inner product with the stated properties,
was established as Proposition 3 of [5].11
11In fact self-duality does not require spectrality, nor does it require the full strength of strong
symmetry: in [17] it was shown that transitivity of Aut Ω on 2-frames (ordered pairs of perfectly
distinguishable states) implies self-duality.
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Item 4 is Proposition 6 of [5].
Item 6 is partly stated in Proposition 7 of [5], and the rest can be extracted
from the proof of that Proposition.
Item 7 is part of Proposition 7 of [5].
Item 8 begins with the claim that the map ′ is an orthocomplementation. A
complementation is an involutive map of a bounded lattice such that F ∨F ′ = 1
and F ∧ F ′ = 0. It is called an orthocomplementation if it is order-reversing:
F ≤G⇔G′ ≤ F ′. The involutiveness of ′ is also part of Proposition 7 of [5]. The
other two conditions on a complementation are part of item 6 above. The last part
of orthocomplementation, order-reversingness, is shown as part of the proof of
Theorem 9 in [5]; it follows directly from the extendibility of frames to maximal
frames.
The second part of item 8, i.e. orthomodularity, is Theorem 9 of [5]. The
crucial element in its proof (given that we have already established that ′ is an
orthocomplement) is the “relative frame extension property”, i.e. the last sentence
in item 7. The last sentence of item 8 is a step in this proof from [5].
The only item we have not covered yet is item 5. It does not appear to be ex-
plicitly stated in [5], although it is likely known. We include a proof in Appendix
B, as part of a proof that the faces of strongly symmetric spectral sets are strongly
symmetric and spectral.
4 A class of examples: strongly symmetric spectral
convex sets from simple Euclidean Jordan alge-
bras
Finite-dimensional Euclidean Jordan algebras were introduced by Pascual Jordan
around 1932 [18], as a possible algebraic setting for the formalism of quantum
theory. The notion abstracts properties of the complex Hermitian matrices, which
are the observables12 of a finite-dimensional quantum system; in particular, prop-
erties of the symmetrized product A •B := (AB+BA)/2 which, unlike the ordi-
nary associative matrix product, preserves Hermiticity. Our main result asserts
that we can identify, up to affine isomorphisms, the spaces of normalized states
of a certain class of these algebras with the strongly symmetric spectral convex
compact sets. So in this section, we will introduce these algebras, define their
12As noted in Section 2, in the setting of general probabilistic theories, a reasonable generaliza-
tion of the space of observables is the vector space V ∗.
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normalized state spaces, and give their classification so that we can identify them
when they appear in the classification of regular convex bodies (as defined in 7.6) .
We also give the proof, mainly consisting of references to known results, that they
are strongly symmetric and spectral, since this is one direction (the already-known
one) of our main theorem. Finally, we explain that the action of the automorphism
group of the normalized state space on the subspace where it acts nontrivially, is
via a polar representation, indeed a symmetric space representation, and identify
a point in the representation, the convex hull of whose orbit is the normalized
state space. This will be used in Section 9 to connect these state spaces with the
Madden-Robertson classification of regular convex bodies, since the latter pro-
ceeds by showing that their symmetry groups’ actions can be induced by polar
representations.
Our main reference for facts about Euclidean Jordan algebras and the associ-
ated cones will be Chapters I-V of the book of Faraut and Koranyi [19], which
deals with symmetric cones in finite dimension. We also refer to Chapter I of
[20].13
A Jordan algebra is a real algebra (i.e., a real vector space V equipped with a
bilinear product • :V ×V →V ) that is commutative and that, while not in general
associative, satisfies a special case of associativity, the Jordan property: a2 • (a •
b) = a • (a2 • b), where we use the notation a2 := a • a. It need not have a unit,
but one can always be adjoined if it is absent. We will consider only unital finite-
dimensional Jordan algebras. A Jordan algebra is called formally real if a2+b2 =
0 implies that a= b= 0. In finite dimension, formal reality coincides with another
property, Euclideanity. A Jordan algebra (V,•) is said to be Euclidean if it is
possible to introduce an inner product ( · , ·) :V ×V →R that is “associative”, i.e.
(a•b,c) = (a,b• c).
The set of squares in a Jordan algebra is obviously closed under nonnegative
scalar multiplication. In a formally real (equivalently Euclidean), Jordan algebra,
it is also closed under addition, so it is a convex cone (cf. e.g. [19], Ch III §2),
13[19] is the most elementary and the most focused on our concerns, but because it is very
detailed, relevant material is occasionally somewhat scattered and one sometimes needs to chase
chains of definitions and theorems. Satake’s Chapter I [20] is succinct and extremely well orga-
nized, but uses notions somewhat more general than we need (e.g. Jordan triple systems), and also
uses some machinery from algebraic geometry and algebraic groups. Another good reference,
but less focused than the other two on the concerns of this paper, and somewhat more involved
because it also covers infinite-dimensional cases, is the first part of [1]. The spectral theorem is
Theorem 2.20 on p. 46. Neither this nor Satake’s chapter is as explicit as [19] about frames and
frame-transitivity.
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which we call V+. It is immediate from formal reality that V+ is pointed. Since
it is in addition topologically closed, it has a compact convex base, giving an
example of the formalism of compact convex sets embedded as bases of regular
cones, described in Section 2, and permitting an “operational” interpretation as
the state space of a physical system. V+ is self-dual with respect to the associative
inner product.
Soon after Jordan introduced them, Jordan, von Neumann and Wigner [21]
classified the finite-dimensional formally real Jordan algebras. They are precisely
the n×n self-adjoint matrices with entries in R,C, or H and the 3×3 octonionic
self-adjoint matrices, equipped in each case with symmetrized matrix multiplica-
tion x• y = (xy+ yx)/2 as Jordan product, and the spin factors Rn⊕R for every
n≥ 1, equipped with the product
(x,s)• (y, t) = (tx+ sy,〈x,y〉+ st). (2)
Here x,y ∈ Rn, s, t ∈ R. Self-adjoint (“Hermitian” is also used) means M =M†,
where M† := M
t
, and M’s entries are the conjugates of M’s with respect to the
canonical conjugation on R,C, H, or O. The conjugation is the identity in the
case of R, thus the self-adjoint real matrices are just the real symmetric matrices.
Althoughwe do not make direct use of them in obtaining our results, important
facts about the positive cones of Euclidean Jordan algebras are (1) the Koecher-
Vinberg theorem [22, 23] 14 that the cones of squares in finite-dimensional for-
mally real Jordan algebras are precisely the homogeneous self-dual cones (homo-
geneity being defined as transitive action of the automorphism group of the cone
on the interior), and (2) the result that they are precisely the symmetric cones,
i.e. the regular cones whose interiors are Riemannian symmetric spaces ([25]; see
also [23]).
4.1 Normalized Jordan algebra state spaces: spectrality and
strong symmetry
Now we define the normalized state spaces of Euclidean Jordan algebras (which
we will henceforth sometimes abbreviate as “EJAs”), and explain how to show the
known fact that they are spectral and strongly symmetric.
Recall that an idempotent in an algebra is an element c such that c2 = c, and it
is called primitive if it is not a nontrivial sum of other idempotents.
14Proofs may also be found in [20], Ch. I Theorem 8.5, [19], Theorem III.3.1, and [24].
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Definition 4.1. A Jordan frame is defined to be a complete set of orthogonal prim-
itive idempotents ci in a Euclidean Jordan algebra, where orthogonality means that
ci • c j = δi jci and completeness means ∑i ci = e, the unit of the algebra.
Theorem 4.2 (Spectral theorem for finite-dimensional Euclidean Jordan alge-
bras). Every element x of a Euclidean Jordan algebra has a decomposition
x=
r
∑
i=1
λici (3)
where λi ∈ R and ci are a Jordan frame. When we rewrite this as
x= ∑
α
λαcα , (4)
where cα := (∑i∈α ci) and the sets α ⊆ {1, ...,r} are a partition of the indices into
the largest subsets within which λi =: λα is constant, then the decomposition (4),
into not-necessarily-primitive idempotents, is unique.
This is a combination of Theorems III.1.1 and III.1.3 in [19].
The values λα are the spectrum of x. We can define the trace of x ∈ V as
∑iλi, and the determinant as Πiλi, where λi are the coefficients in the spectral
decomposition (3). Using the trace we define a bilinear form (x,y) := tr (x• y) on
the Jordan algebra. Proposition III.1.5 of [19] states that the positive definiteness
of this form (making it an inner product) is equivalent to Euclideanity. Indeed,
in a simple Euclidean Jordan algebra every associative inner product is a positive
scalar multiple of this one.
Definition 4.3. In a Euclidean Jordan algebra V , the squares satisfying tr x =
1 form a compact convex base Ω for the cone V+ of squares. We call this the
normalized state space of V .
Proposition 4.4 (e.g. [19], Corollary IV.3.2). The primitive idempotents are pre-
cisely the extremal points of Ω.
In a Euclidean Jordan algebra V the spectrum of a square is nonnegative. One
usually represents the dual space internally using the trace inner product. Since
tr x= tr (e•x)≡ (e,x), we then have that e is the order unit for this choice of base.
Proposition 4.5. The normalized state spaces of finite-dimensional Euclidean
Jordan algebras are spectral.
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Proof. The primitive idempotents of an EJAV are precisely the extremal points of
its normalized state space Ω. Since the cone is self-dual, and all idempotents are
below or equal to the order unit e,15 they are also effects. Orthogonality of prim-
itive idempotents in the sense ei • e j = 0 of Definition 4.1 implies orthogonality
with respect to the inner product, tr ei • e j = 0, so any subset of a Jordan frame,
considered as a set of effects, is a submeasurement that perfectly distinguishes the
same subset, considered as states. Consequently, an ordered subset of a Jordan
frame (and in particular, an ordered Jordan frame itself) is a frame in the sense of
Definition 3.2. So the spectral theorem implies spectrality.
In order to complete the proof of strong symmetry, we also show:
Proposition 4.6. All the frames in an EJA state space are ordered subsets of Jor-
dan frames.
This is known, and implicitly assumed in [5], but we give a proof.
Proof. Since ∂eΩ is the set of primitive idempotents, and V+ is self-dual with re-
spect to the inner product 〈a,b〉= tr a • b, a frame is a sequence ci, i ∈ {1, . . . ,s}
of primitive idempotents such that there exists a submeasurement ei for which
〈ei,c j〉 = δi j. In a general setting, not only in Jordan state spaces, it follows im-
mediately from the condition 〈ei,ω j〉 = δi j on a frame that if ei = ∑k pk fk is a
convex decomposition of ei into effects fk, each of the fk also has the property
fk(ω j) = δk j. So the condition that ωi is a frame may be restated as the existence
of a submeasurement consisting of extremal (in the convex body [0,u]) effects.
Proposition 1.40 of [1] states that the extreme points of the positive part [0,u]
of the unit ball of a JB-algebra are the idempotents. The finite-dimensional JB-
algebras are the EJAs. It is also known (cf. [1], Proposition 2.18) that for idempo-
tents pi, ∑
k
i=1 pi ≤ u implies that pi ⊥ p j for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,k} with i 6= j. So in
the condition for ci to be a frame, we may take the ei to be a mutually orthogonal
set of idempotents. We show that 〈ei,ci〉= 1 for an idempotent ei and a primitive
idempotent ci implies that ci ≤ ei. To do so we use the fact, from [1], that JB-
algebras V are equipped with normalized self-adjoint idempotent positive linear
maps Pp : V → V called compressions, in bijection with the idempotents p, such
that p = Ppe and the exposed faces (all faces in finite dimension) are the positive
parts of the images of compressions. We have 1= 〈ei,ci〉 = 〈Peie,ci〉 = 〈e,Peici〉.
Since it follows from Proposition 1.41 (in finite dimensions, where the dual space
15An easy argument from the spectral theorem gives that every primitive idempotent is part of
a Jordan frame, and it is part of the definition of Jordan frame that it sums to the order unit.
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may be identified with the primal space) of [1] that compressions on an EJA
are neutral, i.e. ||Pω|| = ||ω|| =⇒ Pω = ω , we have that Peici = ci, hence
ci ∈ im+Pei , where the latter is defined as imPei ∩V+. By Lemma 1.39 of [1],
im+Pei ∩ [0,e] = [0,ei], and since ci ∈ [0,e], we have ci ≤ ei.
With ci ≤ ei, and ei ⊥ e j for all i 6= j, it follows that ci ⊥ c j for all i 6= j, and
consequently that the ci are a subsequence of an ordered Jordan frame.
Proposition 4.7. The normalized state space of a Euclidean Jordan algebra is
strongly symmetric.
Proof. Corollary IV.2.7 of Theorem IV.2.5 in [19] states that the compact groupK,
defined as the subgroup of Aut 0(V+) that fixes the Jordan unit e, acts transitively
on the set of Jordan frames. Since we’ve adopted a canonical inner product, this is
a subgroup of Aut Ω. It is clear from the proof of Theorem IV.2.5 in [19] that this
transitive action is on ordered Jordan frames. Since we showed, in the proof of
Proposition 4.5 and in Proposition 4.6, that the frames (in the sense of Definition
3.2) are precisely the ordered subsets of Jordan frames, the group K, and hence
Aut Ω, acts transitively on the set of k-frames for each k.
In particular, we have the following:
Corollary 4.8. The normalized state space of a Euclidean Jordan algebra is an or-
bitope, i.e. Ω = Conv K.ω0, for any ω0 ∈ ∂eΩ. In particular, for Herm(n,D),D∈
{R,C,H,O}, Ω = Conv K.e11, where e11 is the matrix unit diag(1,0,0, ...,0).
This is so because extremal states are 1-frames, and the last sentence follows
from Proposition 4.4 and the fact that e11 is a primitive idempotent.
We note here that the state space of a spin factor,V =Rn⊕R, is the unit n-ball
{(x, t) : t = 1, |x|2 ≤ 1} in the affine subspace t = 1.
4.2 Classification of Euclidean Jordan algebras, their cones,
state spaces, and automorphism groups
In this section we give a more detailed description of the Euclidean Jordan alge-
bras, their cones of squares, their normalized state spaces, and the automorphism
groups of these objects. We also give a representation-theoretic description of
normalized Jordan algebra state spaces that will allow us to identify them with the
convex hulls of certain orbits in polar representations.
The automorphism group of the cone of squares of a Jordan algebra V , like
the automorphism group of any self-dual cone, is reductive [26]. If the algebra
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Table 1: Euclidean Jordan algebras with associated cones and Lie algebras
V V+ g k dimV rank V
Sym(m,R) PSD(m,R) sl(m,R)⊕R o(m) m(m+1)/2 m
Herm(m,C) PSD(m,C) sl(m,C)⊕R su(m) m2 m
Herm(m,H) PSD(m,H) sl(m,H)⊕R su(m,H) m(2m−1) m
R⊕Rn−1 Lorentz(1,n−1) o(1,n−1) o(n) n 2
Herm(3,O) PSD(3,O) e6(−26) f4 27 3
is simple, then Aut V+ = G
s×R+, where Gs is simple. Also, Aut 0(V+) = Gs0×
R+.
16 We will also write Aut s(V+) and Aut
s
0(V+) for the groups G
s and Gs0.
V is an irreducible representation space for Gs (cf. e.g. [20], p. 42), and for
its connected identity component Gs0. Like any semisimple Lie group, G
s has
Cartan decompositions g = k⊕ p of its Lie algebra and, correspondingly, Gs =
K expp of the group. We may choose one such that K is the subgroup of Gs0
that fixes the identity e, since this is a maximal compact subgroup of the linear
group Gs. V is an irreducible spherical representation of Gs, and of its connected
identity component Gs0, which means that G
s’s (and also Gs0’s) maximal compact
subgroup, K, has a one-dimensional fixed-point space (in this case, Re).
In Table 1 (essentially from [19]) we list the finite-dimensional simple Eu-
clidean Jordan algebras and associated data. V is the algebra, with positive cone
V+, g is the Lie algebra of Aut V+, and k the Lie algebra of Aut Ω (where Ω is
the normalized state space). We use the notation Herm(m,D) for the Jordan al-
gebra of self-adjoint matrices over a classical division algebra D ∈ {R,C,H,O},
PSD(m,X) for the positive semidefinite matrices, and Lorentz(1,n− 1) for the
Lorentz cone {(z,x) ∈ R⊕Rn−1 : |z|2 ≥ |x|2,z ≥ 0}. Also we write Sym(m,D)
for the space of symmetric matrices with entries in D, and note in particular that
Herm(m,R)≡ Sym(m,R).
In the three infinite families of matrix cases, Aut 0V+ is the group of transfor-
16In the non-simple case, Aut 0V+ ≃ Gs0×Rk+, where k is the number of simple factors of V ,
each copy of R+ acts as dilations on simple factors, and G
s
0 is a product of the groups Aut
s
0V
i
+
acting on simple factors Vi (in other words, Aut 0V+ = ΠiAut 0V
i
+); the full (not necessarily con-
nected) automorphism group allows, besides non-identity components in each factor, permutations
of isomorphic factors.
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mations X 7→ AXA†, where A is any nonsingular matrix over the relevant division
algebra D, i.e. A ∈ GL(m,D).17 The identity component, Aut 0(Ω), of the max-
imal compact subgroup consists of those transformations for which A is drawn
from the subgroups SO(m),SU(m,C),SU(m,H) respectively. This preserves the
identity matrix inV ≃Herm(m,D), which is the unit e of the Jordan algebra. The
space orthogonal to this consists of the traceless self-adjoint matrices overR,C,H
respectively, and it is an irreducible representation space for K.
The set of such transformations for which A is drawn from the subgroups
SO(m), SU(m,C), SU(m,H) respectively is the identity component of a max-
imal compact subgroup of Aut 0(V+). It preserves the identity matrix in V ≃
Herm(m,D), which is the unit e of the Jordan algebra. The subspace of V or-
thogonal to the identity matrix consists of the traceless self-adjoint matrices over
R,C,H respectively, and it is an irreducible representation space for K.
A similar description is not obviously possible in the case of Herm(3,O), be-
cause O is nonassociative. However, one can deal with this by observing that
the transformations X 7→ AXA† for A ∈ SL(m,D),D ∈ {R,C,H} are determinant-
preserving, and symmetric octonionic matrices have well-defined determinant (in-
deed, there is a Jordan-algebraic definition of determinant, cf. [19]). Then one
can show (cf. [27]) that for arbitrary m and D ∈ {R,C,H}, and for m = 3 and
D = O, the determinant-preserving linear transformations of V are Aut s0(V+).
18
The identity-preserving subgroup, in the cases D ∈ {R,C,H}, is as stated in the
previous paragraph. In the octonionic case it is the compact real form of F4. (In
[27] this is dubbed SU(3,O).)
Returning to consideration of general EJAs, the Lie algebra of the subgroup
that fixes the Jordan unit e is the compact part k in a Cartan decomposition g =
k⊕p of the reductive group Aut V+, andV itself can be identified with p in this de-
composition.19 As with any Cartan decomposition, there is a natural K-invariant
17Aut 0V+ = Aut V+ except in the following cases where Aut 0V+ is of index two, with a
representative of the nonidentity component as stated: Herm(n,R) for n even, X 7→ MXM†
with M = diag(−1,1, ...,1); Herm(n,C), transpose; R⊕Rn−1 for n ≥ 3, x 7→ Mx with M =
diag(1,−1,1,1, ..,1) [20]. The groups generated by X 7→ MXM† with M ∈ SL(n,C),SL(n,H)
are not precisely SL(n,C),SL(n,H) in general, although they have the same Lie algebras as those
groups; they are homomorphic images.
18Even though in the case ofD=Owe can identify a subset of 3×3 octonionic matricesM such
that X 7→MXM† is determinant-preserving on octonionic-hermitianmatrices X , and this generates
the group of determinant-preserving linear transformations, this group is not identical to the maps
X 7→MXM† because of the nonassociativity of octonionic matrix multiplication (see [27], where
the group is dubbed SL(3,O)).
19For example, this is part of Theorem 8.5 of [20], with the Cartan decomposition given in
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inner product on V , such that k is represented by real antisymmetric matrices and
p by symmetric ones. Furthermore for a simple Jordan algebra p decomposes
as R⊕ p0, where p0 = p∩ gs, gs is the semisimple part of the Lie algebra of
Aut V+ = R+×Gs (so gs = lieGs) and R is generated by the Jordan unit e. Al-
though the actions of Aut V+, and of G
s, onV are not their adjoint actions (on, i.e.
corestricted to, p), the restriction of these actions to K does coincide (on p) with
the restriction of the adjoint action.20 In other words, p0 is the representation space
of a polar representation (Definition 8.5), called a symmetric space representation
(Definition 8.9), of the compact group K. The Jordan trace gives the component
in the R factor of the Jordan algebra V ≃ p= R⊕p0. Recall that the normalized
state space, Ω :=V+∩{x∈V : tr x= 1}, is also Conv K.ω for any extremal ω ∈Ω
(from strong symmetry). Everything in the affine plane {x ∈V : tr x = 1} has the
form c⊕ω0, where c= e/rankV is the unit-trace element of the fixed-point space
Re, and ω0 ∈ p0. Thus Ω is affinely isomorphic to Conv K.ω0, an orbitope in the
polar representation of k on p0. This is what will permit us, in Section 9, to iden-
tify these Jordan algebra state spaces with certain regular convex bodies, since
regular bodies are described in the Madden-Robertson classification [8] as convex
hulls of orbits in polar representations.
5 Simplices are strongly symmetric and spectral
In the previous section, we saw that the state spaces of simple Euclidean Jordan
algebras are strongly symmetric and spectral, part of the “if” direction of our main
theorem. In this section, we establish the other part of the “if” direction: the easy
fact that simplices are strongly symmetric and spectral.
The standard presentation of an n-simplex as embedded in a vector space V of
one higher dimension takes the n+ 1 vertices of the simplex as the unit vectors
ei of V = R
n+1 considered as a Euclidean space in the usual way, i.e. with “dot
product” as inner product, and represents effects in the same space, with evalua-
tion given by this inner product. V+ is then the nonnegative orthant, R
n
+, and it is
manifestly self-dual with respect to this inner product. So the order unit u is the
Lemma 8.6 of that book and the proof. It also follows from the conjunction of Theorem III.2.1
and Theorem III.3.1 in [19] (this conjunction is, roughly, Satake’s Theorem 8.5).
20In the matrix cases with D ∈ {R,C,H}, this is manifested in the fact that while in general
A† 6= A−1, equality does hold when A is respectively orthogonal, unitary, or quaternionic-unitary;
this exemplifies the general fact that for compact groups, representations are isomorphic to their
duals, which establishes the claim for the spin-factor and octonionic cases too.
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all-ones vector (1,1, ...,1), the dual cone V ∗+ is equal to the primal cone, and the
set of effects is the unit hypercube (the convex hull of the 2n+1 vectors of length
n+ 1 with entries in {0,1}). The unit vectors are therefore not only the pure
states, but are also effects, and they sum to u, so they constitute a measurement.
Every ordered subset of the unit vectors is a submeasurement, and perfectly dis-
tinguishes the same subset considered as states, so is a frame; since by definition
frames are ordered subsets of the pure states, and in a simplex, the pure states are
the unit vectors, these are all the frames. The full set of unit vectors is the unique
maximal frame, up to order. Since the simplex is defined as its convex hull, the
simplex is spectral. The group Aut Ω is the symmetric group Sn acting to permute
the vertices, so it is obviously transitive on k-frames for each k ∈ {1, ...,n+ 1},
i.e. the simplex is strongly symmetric.
It is relatively easy to show that the simplices are the only strongly symmetric
spectral polytopes. For example, from item 3 of Proposition 3.6 we know that the
cone over a strongly symmetric spectral body must be perfect. Theorem 1 of [28]
states that the only self-dual polyhedral cones in En whose maximal faces are all
self-dual in their spans (with respect to the restriction of the inner product) are
isometric (hence also affinely isomorphic) to the simplicial cone Rn+.
6 Strongly symmetric spectral bits are balls
In this section, we prove a special case of our main theorem, for convex sets whose
largest frame has cardinality 2. We show that they are all affinely isomorphic
to balls, which are the normalized state spaces of the Euclidean Jordan algebras
known as spin factors. This case can be handled without the Farran-Madden-
Robertson theory [7, 8] of regular convex bodies, and we can use it in the proof
of our main theorem, where it allows us to avoid some tedious case-checking
involving the Madden-Robertson classification.
We call a convex body Ω a bit if the largest frame it contains has cardinality
2. We say Ω has reversible transitivity if Aut Ω acts transitively on the set ∂eΩ of
pure states of Ω. All strongly symmetric convex bodies have this property, since
extremal states are 1-frames.
In [12] (Section IV) B. Dakic´ and C. Brukner claimed that spectral bits that
have reversible transitivity on pure states (i.e. on 1-frames) are necessarily balls,
and give an argument for this claim. The claim may well be true, but their ar-
gument makes an implicit assumption. When this assumption is made explicit,
one immediately sees that it follows from transitivity on 2-frames, which in the
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case of bits is identical to strong symmetry. Once this is observed, one sees that
Dakic and Brukner’s argument establishes the following result, which is weaker
than Dakic´ and Brukner’s claim.
Theorem 6.1. Let Ω be a strongly symmetric spectral compact convex body whose
largest frame is of cardinality 2. Then Ω is affinely isomorphic to a ball.
The proof, which is essentially Dakic´ and Brukner’s argument done in slightly
more detail and with an explicit assumption of transitivity on 2-frames, is in Ap-
pendix A.
7 Regular convex bodies and regular convex com-
pact sets
In this section we will use some definitions and results from [7] and [8] concerning
compact convex sets embedded in Euclidean space, which the authors of [7] and
[8] call convex solids or, when they are full-dimensional, convex bodies. Some of
the notions studied in [7] and [8] are sensitive to the particular embedding of a
compact convex set in Euclidean space, and fail to be invariant under affine trans-
formations, whereas our concern is with affine-invariant structure. Nevertheless
their results are immediately applicable to our situation, because of the canonical
embedding (Definition 2.3 of compact convex sets of dimension n into En. In
the following, the group of rigid transformations of En is defined as the group
generated by rotations, translations, and reflections.
Definition 7.1 ([7]). A solid is a compact convex subset of Euclidean space En.
It has affine dimension m ≤ n, and if we wish to indicate its dimension, we may
call it an m-solid in En or simplym-solid. A convex body is an n-solid in En, i.e. a
full-dimensional solid; it may also be called an n-body. The symmetry group GB
(sometimes G, for short) of a convex body B is the subgroup of the group of rigid
transformations of En consisting of those transformations that take B into (so in
fact, onto) itself.
The symmetry group GB of B consists of affine automorphisms, but in general
it may be a proper subgroup of the group Aut B of affine automorphisms of B. For
example, a nonsquare rectangle has a smaller symmetry group than a square, and
a parallelogram whose sides are not all the same length has a smaller symmetry
group than a rectangle, whereas Aut Ω is the same in all three cases. Similarly, a
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general solid ellipsoid has a smaller symmetry group than a (spherical) ball, but
the two are affinely isomorphic.
The notion of symmetry group, and the associated results of [7] and [8] are
nevertheless useful to us because of the following (which is immediate from
Proposition 2.2):
Proposition 7.2. Let Ω be canonically embedded in a Euclidean space E, in the
sense of Definition 2.3. Then Aut Ω is the symmetry group GΩ.
In [7] and [8] the term “face” is used to mean “exposed face”, that is, the
intersection of the set with a supporting hyperplane. Since we will use some
definitions and results from [7] and [8], and since all faces in strongly symmetric
spectral convex bodies are exposed,21 that is how we will use the term from now
on. It is a fairly standard convention to include ∅ and Ω as faces, and even as
exposed faces, of Ω; they are called improper faces and the others are called
proper faces.
Definition 7.3. A flag of a convex compact set Ω is a sequence F1, ...,Fr of distinct
nonempty exposed faces of Ω such that F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ ·· ·Fr.
In other words it is a chain in the face lattice, not containing the empty face.22
Every convex body may be considered as a compact convex set relative to the
natural affine space structure of En (obtained by forgetting about the inner product
and 0). So the notion of flag also applies to convex bodies.
Definition 7.4. A maximal flag is a flag that is not a subsequence of any other
flag. 23
21In fact this is true of all regular convex bodies as well, by Proposition 8.7 and the fact [29, 30]
that all faces of orbitopes in polar representations are exposed. We suspect it would remain true if
the definition of regularity were changed to refer not to exposed faces, but just to faces.
22This is almost identical to the definition in [7], except that they also exclude the face Ω,
whereas we prefer to allow (but not require) its inclusion. When we need their notion we will use
the term “short flag”.
23We define a maximal flag exactly as in [8], except that our flags contain the full set, whereas
theirs do not. Maximal flags of these two types are obviously in bijection with each other, by
deleting or appending Ω at the end of the sequence of faces. In [7] a slightly different definition
of maximal flag is given, but the definitions give rise to the same notion of regularity, and are
equivalent for regular convex bodies. Explicitly, σΩ ⊂ N, which we may call the “signature” of
Ω, is the ordered (by restriction from the usual ordering of N) set of integers i such that there
is a proper face of Ω of dimension i. Farran and Robertson call a flag maximal if the sequence
dimF0, ...,dimFr of dimensions of faces in the flag is equal to σΩ. Once regular convex bodies are
defined, it will be clear the two definitions coincide for such bodies (though not in general, cf. the
examples in Fig. 2 of [7]).
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We have the following elementary fact.
Proposition 7.5. Let g be an automorphism of Ω. If F is a face of Ω, g.F is also
a face of Ω, and g.c(F) = c(g.F). Let Φ be a flag of Ω. Then g.Φ is a flag of Ω;
it is maximal if and only if Φ is.
Definition 7.6. [7] A convex body B is called regular if its symmetry group GB
acts transitively on the set of maximal flags of B. 24
We give an analogous definition for arbitrary convex compact sets:
Definition 7.7. A convex compact set Ω is called regular if its affine automor-
phism group Aut Ω acts transitively on the set of maximal flags of Ω.
Unlike the notion of regular compact convex set, the notion of regular convex
body is not affine-invariant, because it is sensitive to the embedding in Euclidean
space. But we have the following elementary relation between the notions of
regular convex body (Definition 7.6) and of regular compact convex set (Definition
7.7).
Proposition 7.8. Every regular convex body B, considered as a compact convex
set, is regular. Not every convex body that is regular when considered as a com-
pact convex set, is a regular convex body, but every canonically embedded regular
compact convex set is a regular convex body.
Proof. The first sentence holds because because the symmetry group GB is a sub-
group of Aut B, and transitive action by a subgroup trivially implies transitive
action by the group. The second holds because a regular compact convex set may
be embedded in such a way that its symmetry group is too small a subgroup of
the automorphism group to act transitively on frames (consider a triangular sim-
plex, embedded as a non-equilateral triangle), but in its canonical embedding, the
symmetry group is equal to the automorphism group (cf. Proposition 7.2).
The following is Farran and Robertson’s version (probably originating, for the
case of groups generated by a finite number of reflections, with Coxeter or earlier),
adapted to this setting, of a standard notion from the theory of group actions on
topological spaces, that of a fundamental set for an action.
24Once again, this is essentially the definition from Farran and Robertson [7], except that their
notion of flag omits B itself. It obviously gives the same notion of regularity.
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Definition 7.9. Let B be a convex body of affine dimension n in V ≃ En, with
barycenter 0, and let G be a compact subgroup of O(En) that preserves B. A
convex solid (not necessarily full-dimensional) D ⊂ En, is called a fundamental
region for the action of G on B if
1. B⊆ GD, and
2. Every G-orbit in B meets the relative interior of B in at most one point.
Theorem 7.10 (Farran and Robertson (Theorem 7 of [7])). Let B be a convex body
embedded in En. Suppose in addition that B is regular. Let Φ = (F1, ....,Fr) be
a maximal flag of B, and let ci be the barycenter of Fi. Then the (r−1)-simplex
△Φ :=△(c1, ...,cr−1,cr) is a fundamental region for the action of B’s symmetry
group G on B.
When we work with a fixed flag Φ, we often write △ for △Φ, and omit the
subscripts indicating the dependence of other objects on Φ as well. The automor-
phism group, Aut B =: K, of any convex compact set is a compact Lie group. If
it has trivial Lie algebra (k = {0}), then it is a finite group. The same two state-
ments hold for the symmetry group of a convex body B as defined by Farran and
Robertson (since their definition of convex body requires B to affinely span the
Euclidean space in which it is embedded). We write △ for △Φ and △′ for the
r−2-simplex△(c1, ...,cr−1) in Aff B≡ Rn. This differs from the definition of△
only by omitting the barycenter cr ≡ 0 of B; its affine dimension is r−2, whereas
△’s is r−1.
The facial structure of the simplex △ encodes important information about
how generic the orbits are, via the following theorem.
Theorem 7.11 (Theorem 8 of [7]). Let △ be the fundamental domain for the
regular convex body B, as defined in Theorem 7.10, and let G=GB, B’s symmetry
group. Let F be a face of △ of nonzero dimension. If x is in the relative interior
of F, and y ∈ F is arbitrary, then Gx ≤Gy. In particular, if x and y are both in the
relative interior, Gx = Gy.
We now assume without loss of generality that B is canonically embedded in
En, so in particular cr = 0. The points c1, ....,cr−1 linearly generate—equivalently,
△′ linearly generates—an (r−1)-dimensional vector space in Aff B≡ Rn, which
we call L. (Of course,△ also (both linearly and affinely) generates L.)
Following [7] we define a map pi : B 7→ pi(B) := B∩L. In [7], pi is called a
projection, presumably because it is idempotent: if B is a regular polytope, then
pi(B) = B.
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Definition 7.12. For a regular convex body B embedded in Euclidean space En,
we call the subspace L defined in the preceding paragraph a Farran-Robertson
section, and the polytope pi(B) := L∩B its Farran-Robertson polytope. We define
the Farran-Robertson polytope of a regular compact convex set Ω as the Farran-
Robertson polytope of Ω when Ω is considered as a convex body by canonically
embedding it in Euclidean space.
As embedded in En, the convex solid pi(B) depends on the choice of a maximal
flag of B, but as we shall see in Propositions 8.7 and 8.8, all pi(B) are G-conjugate,
hence isometric.
Theorem 7.13 (Theorem 9 of [7]). Let B be a regular convex body with symmetry
group K. The Farran-Robertson polytope pi(B) is a regular polytope, of affine
dimension k = dimL, whose symmetry group W is a finite group generated by
reflections, isomorphic to KL/K
L.
As an example, consider a 3-dimensional ball Ω centered on the origin. Aut Ω≡
GΩ is O(3). L may be taken to be any line through the origin and pi(Ω) the sim-
plex △1 consisting of the diameter L∩Ω. Aut pi(Ω) ≃ Z2 is generated by the
reflection through the plane orthogonal to this diameter.
Examples where Ω 6= pi(Ω) but with a more interesting pi(Ω), for example
where pi(Ω) is the three-vertex simplex △2, are harder to visualize because the
affine span of Ω will tend to be too large. In the lowest-dimensional example
(as it will turn out) Ω is the unit-trace positive semidefinite real symmetric 3×3
matrices, with L the diagonal unit-trace matrices (two dimensions) and L∩Ω ≃
△2. Aff Ω, the unit-trace real symmetric matrices, is 5-dimensional in that case.
Ω in this second example is affinely isomorphic to the example on pp. 378-379 of
[7], where it is presented as the convex hull of the Veronese surface, an embedding
of P2(R) intoE
6. This surface is the extreme boundary of its convex hull Ω, which
spans a 5-dimensional subspace.
The following theorem allows us to understand the facial structure of Ω by
understanding that of pi(Ω). We will need it later to show that frames in pi(Ω)
correspond to frames in Ω in the strongly symmetric spectral case; it is of course
also of intrinsic interest. This theorem is stated near the top of p. 369 of [8].25
25An essentially identical (except for its more restricted premise) theorem is stated for a more
restricted setting (the subclass of polar representations occuring within adjoint representations of
real semisimple groups) in [7].
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Proposition 7.14 ([8]; see also [7], Theorem 10, and its proof). Let B be a regular
convex body with symmetry group G, and Farran-Robertson polytope pi(B). Let
F be a face of pi(B) with centroid c(F), and write Gc(F) for the isotropy subgroup
of G at c(F). Then the orbit Gc(F)F is a face of B, which we call HF , and each
face of B is of the form gHF for some face F of pi(B) and some g ∈ G. Moreover,
if F1,F2, ...,Fr is a maximal flag of P, then HF1,HF2, ....,HFr is a maximal flag of B,
and every maximal flag of B arises from a flag of pi(B) in this way.
Since the symmetry group of a convex body is its automorphism group, we
also have the analogous statement for convex compact sets and their automor-
phism groups.
8 Classification of regular convex bodies via polar
representations
In this section, we sketch the classification of regular convex bodies from [8], via
polar representations as defined, classified (in the irreducible case), and related
to noncompact symmetric spaces in [31]. The results of this section will be used
through the classification set out in [8], Tables 2, 3, and 4. Besides the tables
themselves we need to understand which orbit, in the polar representation listed
in the table, gives rise to the regular convex body.
Let us write ρ for the representation of the action of the symmetry group GΩ
on En. Proposition 2.1 of [8] states that for a regular convex body Ω, this repre-
sentation is irreducible. 26 Proposition 2.2 of [8] states that for regular convex
bodies Ω, ρ is a polar representation, defined as one for which the subspace nor-
mal to a principal (i.e. highest-dimensional) orbit of the action meets every orbit
orthogonally.
More formally, let G be a compact Lie group with Lie algebra g and let ρ :
G→ O(V ) be a representation on a real inner product space. (As usual we often
write g for ρ(g)where g∈G.) v∈V is called regular if the orbitG.v is of maximal
dimension (i.e. no orbit has higher dimension). The tangent space at v to an orbit
26In [8] the proof is attributed to M. Pinto in a paper “to appear” which we have not been able
to find. It involves showing that regular convex bodies belong to the wider class of perfect (not
to be confused with the notion of perfection of cones) convex bodies [7], and the observation that
this implies ρ is irreducible. It is not hard to reconstruct a simple proof along these lines. We
note that Markus Mu¨ller [32] has shown more directly that the automorphism group of a strongly
symmetric spectral convex body Ω acts irreducibly on Aff Ω.
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G.v is g.v. It is a linear subspace of V . We define a linear cross-section of the set
of G-orbits in V to be a subspace of V that intersects every G-orbit. Although this
term is not explicitly defined in [31], this is the sense in which it is used there. We
will usually omit the qualifier linear, since we make no use of any other kind of
cross-section.
Definition 8.1 (following [31]). For any v ∈V , define av to be the subspace of V
normal to the G-orbit at v, i.e. av := (g.v)
⊥.
Proposition 8.2 ([31], Lemma 1). For any v, av is a cross-section of the set of
G-orbits.
Note that by Definition 8.1, V itself is a cross-section.27 More interesting are
the minimal-dimensional cross sections.
Definition 8.3 ([31]). Cross-sections of the form av for regular v are called Cartan
subspaces.28
Such cross-sections are of minimal dimension.
Proposition 8.4 ([31]). Let v0 be regular. The following are equivalent:
1. For any regular v ∈V , there is a k ∈ G such that g.v= k.(g.v0).
2. For any regular v ∈V , there is a k ∈ G such that av = k.av0 .
3. For any u ∈ av0 , (g.u,av0) = 0.
Thus we have uniqueness (up to the action of G) of minimal cross-sections if and
only if the orbits intersect one such cross-section orthogonally.
Definition 8.5 ([31]). A representation satisfying any (and hence all) of the three
equivalent conditions in Proposition 8.4 is called polar.
Thus the polar representations are ones for which the minimal dimensional
cross-sections of the form av for regular v, i.e. normals to maximal-dimensional
orbits, are all G-conjugate (item 1 in Proposition 8.4), or equivalently ones for
which, for every maximal-dimensional orbit, the subspace normal to that orbit (at
any point) intersects every orbit orthogonally (item 3 in Proposition 8.4).
27Sometimes a definition is used in which a cross section must intersect each orbit finitely may
times, which would rule out V except in the case of g= 0.
28It seems likely that in [31] this definition is meant to apply only in the polar case, but in
the proof of Proposition 2.2 of [8] (Proposition 8.7 below), it is clearly meant to apply prior to
establishing the representation is polar.
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Remark 8.6. A cross-section that meets all orbits orthogonally is minimal. Hence
an equivalent definition (cf. [33, 34, 35]) of polar representation is that it is a
representation for which there exists a cross-section that meets all orbits orthogo-
nally.
Proposition 8.7 ([8], Proposition 2.2 and its proof). Let B be a regular n-solid in
E ≃ En, with centroid 0, and let pi be the inclusion of the symmetry group G of B
in O(n) ≃ O(E). Then the representation pi is polar, and for any maximal flag Φ
of B, the centroids of the faces in Φ are a basis for a Cartan subspace, LΦ.
Proof (greatly expanded version of proof in [8]). Let x and v each be on principal
orbits (not assumed to be the same orbit) of this G-action, and recall that ax :=
{u ∈ En : 〈u,g.x〉= 0} and av := {u ∈ En : 〈u,g.v〉= 0}. We will show:
Claim 1. There is a g ∈ G such that av = g.ax.
This will prove Proposition 8.7, because transitive action of G on the set {ay :
y ∈ V} of Cartan subspaces is one of the equivalent conditions that defines (via
Proposition 8.4) Dadok’s notion of polar representation.
To do this we show that the Farran-Robertson sections LΦ are Cartan sub-
spaces; recall that LΦ is the linear space spanned by the centroids of the faces in
the maximal flag Φ, and hence the linear span of the simplex △ whose vertices
are those centroids, and indeed of the simplex△′ whose vertices are those of △,
with the exception of 0 (the centroid of Ω). Since the topological boundary ∂B
contains representatives of all nonzero orbits, L is a cross-section of the represen-
tation. In the proof of Theorem 9 in [7], it is established that “G.y is perpendicular
to L for all y ∈ L.” In other words, for all y ∈ L, L⊆ ay. Since L is a cross-section
it contains representatives of principal orbits, i.e. regular elements; letting one
such be x, we have L⊆ ax. But since x is regular ax is a minimal cross-section by
Lemma 1 of [31], so L= ax, and L is a Cartan subspace.
To show that G acts transitively on the set of Cartan subspaces, we fix one
such subspace ax = LΦ. Since △Φ is a fundamental region for the action of G on
B, every nonzero v on a principal orbit has the form v = g.x for some g ∈ G and
some x in an element of △Φ. We have x ∈ LΦ. By Proposition 7.5 g.Φ is also a
maximal flag, and (since by that Proposition g takes centroids of face to centroids
of faces) g.LΦ = Lg.Φ. Of course g.x∈ Lg.Φ; moreover, by the same argument used
to establish that LΦ is a Cartan subspace, Lg.Φ = ag.x, and hence Lg.Φ is a Cartan
subspace. Since Lg.Φ = g.LΦ, this shows that av = g.ax, establishing Claim 1.
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Proposition 8.8 (Corollary of Proposition 8.7). Let Ω be a regular compact con-
vex set canonically embedded in a Euclidean space E. The representation of
Aut Ω in O(E) is polar. The centroids of a maximal flag of Ω are a basis for
a Cartan subspace.
To study regular nonpolytopal convex compact sets Ω, we may assume that
the Lie algebra g of Aut Ω is nontrivial, i.e. not equal to {0}. For compact Lie
groups, this is equivalent to assuming the group is not finite. The next definitions
and results concern situations where the Lie group is connected, and hence (except
in the degenerate case of the trivial group) has nontrivial Lie algebra. If ρ is a
representation of a Lie group G, we write dρ for the derived representation of G’s
Lie algebra.
Definition 8.9 ([31]). 29 Let G be a compact connected Lie group, g its Lie alge-
bra. A representation ρ :G→ SO(V ) is called a symmetric space representation if
there are a real semisimple Lie algebra h with Cartan decomposition h= k⊕p, a
Lie algebra isomorphism A : g→ k, and an isomorphism L of linear spaces V → p
such that L◦dρ(X)◦L−1(y) = [A(X),y] for all X ∈ g,y ∈ p.
In other words, L◦dρ(X)◦L−1 = ad (A(X)).
The symmetric spaces in the proposition are H/K, for groups such that K is
compact with Lie algebra k≃ g, and the Lie algebra h of the real semisimple group
H has Cartan decomposition h = k⊕ p, where p, as mentioned in the definition,
can be identified with the representation space V . They are of noncompact type
since one normally takes the term “Cartan decomposition” to imply that k⊕ p is
noncompact semisimple. However by the duality bijection between compact and
noncompact symmetric spaces, the definition also includes the isotropy represen-
tations associated with symmetric spaces of compact type, because the compact
duals (with Lie algebra decomposition k⊕ ip) give rise to equivalent polar repre-
sentations Ky ip.
Symmetric space representations are polar, with a, defined as usual as a max-
imal abelian subspace of p, a Cartan subspace in the terminology of [31].30 The
29The statement in [31] appears to have a couple of typographical errors which we have cor-
rected: it has a in place of g in the last line, and omits the L−1 that we’ve inserted on the left-hand
side. Other than that, we quote [31] verbatim.
30Of course a is not a Cartan subalgebra of h, unless h is a split real form of a complex Lie
algebra. But a is the intersection of p with a particular type of Cartan subalgebra of h (one that is
“maximally noncompact”, i.e. whose intersection with p is maximal). The term “Cartan subspace”
was already standard in the symmetric space context.
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action of G on p is often called the isotropy representation of G in the context of
symmetric space theory; a symmetric space representation in the above sense is
just one that is equivalent to such an isotropy representation.
Dadok is able to use the symmetric space representations to classify the ir-
reducible polar representations (up to orbit equivalence) by using the following
theorem:
Theorem 8.10 (Proposition 6 of [31]). Let ρ : G→ SO(V) be a polar represen-
tation of a connected compact Lie group G. There is a connected Lie group G˜
with symmetric space representation ρ˜ : G˜→ SO(V) such that the G-orbits and
the G˜-orbits in V coincide.
The key point, from [8], is that “for a[n irreducible] noncompact symmetric
spaceH/K, knowledge of K and the dimension ofH/K are sufficient to determine
H. But these are already given by the symmetry group G and the dimension n,
respectively. Thus we have associated to the given n-solid B a symmetric space
H/K.” (The bracketed modification is necessary for the truth of the claim.)
The following incorporates and extends Proposition 8.7, giving more detail on
the embedding of a regular convex body in polar representations of its symme-
try group and some subgroups thereof, including consequences of Theorem 8.10,
mostly extracted from the discussion on pp. 366-367 of [8], and from [31] .
Proposition 8.11. Let B (of dimension n) be a regular convex body in a Euclidean
space V ≃ En, with centroid 0 and symmetry group G, and lie(G) = g. Fix a
maximal flag Φ and a corresponding fundamental region△ :=△Φ (cf. Theorem
7.10). Then
1. The Farran-Robertson section LΦ ⊆ V is a linear cross-section of the form
ax for regular x.
2. For every regular x′ ∈ V , ax′ is a linear cross-section and there is a g ∈ G
such that ax′ = Lg.Φ.
3. Both the inclusions G→ O(V ) and G0 → SO(V)→ O(V ) are polar.
4. By Theorem 8.10 we may make the identification V ≃ p where p is the
isotropy representation of G˜ ≤ G associated with an irreducible noncom-
pact symmetric space H/G˜. (So, h= g⊕p is a Cartan decomposition of h.)
The representation GyV ≃ p is the restriction of the representation G˜y p.
We have g˜ := lieG˜= g := lie(G)= lie(G0). Every maximal abelian subspace
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a⊆ p is a Cartan subspace of the polar representations G˜y p,Gy p, and
G0y p, and is a Farran-Robertson section of B, so pi(B) = a∩B.
Proof. The polarity of the inclusion G→O(V ) in item 3 is Proposition 8.7, while
items 1 and 2 are the key points in its proof. Item (iii) in Proposition 8.4 charac-
terizes the polarity of a representation entirely in terms of the derived representa-
tion g→ so(V ), whence the inclusion G0 → SO(V)→ O(V ) is also polar since
g≡ lie(G) = lie(G0).
Turning to item 4, Theorem 8.10 and its proof in [31] show that because G˜ has
the same orbits as G, its Lie algebra g˜ is a quotient of g and the derived symmetric
space representation g˜→ so(V ) factorizes g→ so(V ). So g = g˜⊕ z, where z is
central in g and does not act onV , i.e. z.V = {0}. Hence the connected subgroup Z
of G0 with lie(Z) = z acts trivially onV . Since G0 is a subgroup of SO(V ) this im-
plies that Z is trivial, whence g= g˜. But the Riemannian symmetric space doesn’t
change if we replace the maximal compact subgroup G˜ ofH with a locally isomet-
ric one, so we can assume that G0 = G˜/Z˜, where Z˜ := {g ∈ G˜ : g|V = id}. It fol-
lows thatV = p, h= g⊕p. Since it is known from the theory of symmetric spaces
that the subspaces (g.x)⊥ for regular x, i.e. the Cartan subspaces of Definition 8.3,
of a symmetric space isotropy representation are precisely the maximal abelian
subspaces of p, we may choose any such subspace as a Cartan subspace. The Car-
tan subspaces of the polar representations of G, G˜, and G0 coincide because their
Lie algebras do; consequently a is a Farran-Robertson section for G→ V (with
respect to some choice of maximal flag of B⊂V ), and pi(B) = a∩B.
Madden and Robertson do not state the above Proposition (Proposition 8.11)
as formally as we do. But their classification applies it to all of the irreducible po-
lar representations that are symmetric space representations in the sense of Def-
inition 8.9, which were classified by Cartan. Combined with the regularity of
the Farran-Robertson polytope (Theorem 7.13), and Coxeter’s work [36] (build-
ing on the classification of regular polytopes by Schla¨fli [37] and a construction
by Wythoff) classifying the embeddings of regular polytopes as orbitopes in fi-
nite groups generated by reflections, this enables them to classify regular convex
bodies, a classification given in their Tables 2, 3, and 4. We formally summarize
their classification as Theorem 8.12 below, and reproduce their tables, with minor
changes and the addition of the rightmost column, indicating which symmetric
spaces are associated with Euclidean Jordan algebras, as Tables 2, 3 and 4 below.
We precede this with a brief sketch of their argument involving Coxeter’s work.
Groups generated by a finite set of reflections in finite-dimensional real affine
space, or isomorphic to such a concrete group, are usually called reflection groups;
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each finite (not merely finitely generated) reflection group has a canonical rep-
resentation on Euclidean space En, in which it is generated by a finite number
of orthogonal reflections through linear hyperplanes and there is no subspace on
which the action is trivial. The automorphism groups of regular polytopes are fi-
nite reflection groups; when the polytope is canonically embedded in Euclidean
space, its automorphism group acts acts in this canonical representation. IfW is a
finite reflection group, we use the termW-orbitope for the convex hull ConvW.v
of an orbit of W in its canonical representation, and also call ConvW.v the W-
orbitope of v, or simply the orbitope of v whenW is clear from context. Coxeter
considered all finite reflection groups groupsW , specified by what are now called
Coxeter diagrams, and showed that the only regularW -orbitopes are, up to dila-
tion by a positive scalar, convex hulls of orbits of particular points in the canonical
representation, identified by marking a node of the Coxeter diagram.
With a finite reflection groupW fixed, a unit-length normal α ∈En to the fixed
hyperplane α⊥ (the “mirror”) of a reflection that is an element of W is called a
root, and the associated reflection is denoted by sα . (A different normalization
constant is sometimes chosen, and in the theory of Weyl groups of Lie groups,
which are a subset of the finite reflection groups, a different normalization is often
used, in which not all roots have the same length.) Thus each reflection is associ-
ated with two roots ±α , and the set R of roots is finite. Since for any g ∈ O(n),
gsαg
−1 is the reflection sgα , in particular for any two roots sαsβ sα is the reflection
with root sαβ , so R isW -invariant,WR= R.
A set Φ of roots is called simple if every root β ∈ R can be written β =
∑α∈Φ cαα , where the coefficients cα are all of the same sign (which may of course
depend on β ), or zero. Simple sets of roots exist, and are bases for the canonical
representation space En; the associated reflections sα are a minimal set of gener-
ators for W . The complement of the union of the mirrors of the reflections in R
is a dense subset of Euclidean space, and we call its connected components open
Weyl chambers and their closures Weyl chambers.31 The Weyl chambers are reg-
ular cones with simplicial base, and are fundamental regions for the group action.
The elements of the basis dual to the simple roots (when the roots are normalized
in a particular way) are called the fundamental weights. The cone generated by
the fundamental weights is a Weyl chamber, called the positive Weyl chamber C+:
each fundamental weight generates an extremal ray of C+, and each extremal ray
ofC+ is generated by a fundamental weight.
31The terminology is not uniform in the literature; sometimes “Weyl chamber” is used for the
open Weyl chambers, and “closed Weyl chamber” for their closures.
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For a group generated by a finite set of linear reflections in En to be finite,
obviously the product sαsβ of each pair of reflections must have finite order nαβ .
(It is a nontrivial fact that this is sufficient.) It follows from this and the fact that the
product of two reflections is a rotation by twice the angle between them, that the
angles between α and β must be rational multiples k/n of pi . For α,β in a simple
set Φ, we will have k = nαβ −1, i.e. the angles are pi −pi/nαβ , although we still
say the lines generated by the roots have angle pi/nαβ . The Coxeter diagram of the
group is determined by these angles for a simple set of roots: its nodes correspond
to the simple roots and edges between nodes correspond to the angles other than
pi/2 between the lines generated by roots—these edges are labeled by the integer
nαβ (less commonly, nαβ lines are used to link the pair of nodes, as in a Dynkin
diagram). Usually the label nαβ = 3 is omitted, so the angle pi/3 is represented
by an unlabeled edge; there is no edge between nodes corresponding to pairs of
roots at angle pi/2.32 It turns out that the relations (sαsβ )
nαβ = 1 between pairs
of generators encoded in such a diagram suffice to uniquely determine a finite
reflection group (this nontrivial theorem immediately implies the nontrivial fact
mentioned above).
For the Weyl groups of Lie groups, which includes the reflection groups rele-
vant to the classification of nonpolytopal regular convex bodies, only the labels 4
and 6 appear, reflecting the fact that in this case the angles between lines through
the simple roots are limited to pi/2, pi/3, pi/4, and pi/6. In this case the Cox-
eter diagram, in the version with angles represented by edge multiplicities, is just
the Dynkin diagram with the information about root lengths (associated with the
different normalization usually used in this case) omitted.
Returning to the general case, the point identified by marking a node is, up to
(strictly) positive scalar multiples, the fundamental weight dual to themarked root.
As mentioned above, Coxeter showed that the regular polytopes arise as convex
hulls of orbits (i.e. the orbitopes) of particular fundamental weights; every such
polytope arises as the orbitope of the weight specified by marking an end node
(node connected to only one other node) in someCoxeter diagram, although not all
end nodes have such polytopes as orbitopes, and some non-end nodes give rise to
32Coxeter diagrams are also used to specify not-necessarily-finite, but discrete, groups generated
by a finite number of reflections in finite-dimensional real affine space, and further groups sharing
algebraic properties with these—see e.g. [38]. In this case, the labels on edges are drawn from the
set {4,5,6, ...}∪{∞}, the label indicating the order of the product of the two reflections associated
with the linked pair of nodes, still with order 3 unlabeled and no edge for order 2. The full set
of groups thus specified by Coxeter diagrams are known as Coxeter groups. For finite reflection
groups, only the integer labels appear.
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regular polytopes. To classify non-polytopal regular convex bodies, Madden and
Robertson needed only to consider Coxeter’s classification of regular orbitopes for
the case of finite reflection groups that are Weyl groups of irreducible symmetric
spaces, cf. the last two paragraphs on p. 366 of [8].
Theorem 8.12 (Madden-Robertson classification of regular convex bodies [8]).
1. Let G/K be an irreducible noncompact symmetric space, with the compact
group K connected, and let K y p be the isotropy representation of K,
i.e. g = k+ p is the Cartan decomposition of g := lieG and K y p is the
restriction to K of the corestriction to p of the adjoint action Gy g. Let a be
a maximal abelian subspace (also called Cartan subspace) of p and let v∈ a
be such that P :=ConvWK.v⊂ a is a regular polytope, whereWK :=Ka/Ka
is theWeyl group of K. Then B :=K.P=Conv K.v is a nonpolytopal regular
convex body, P is its Farran-Robertson polytope pi(B), and P= a∩B . B is
completely determined, up to affine isomorphism, by the affine isomorphism
class of pi(B) and the symmetric space.
2. Conversely, for every regular convex body B that is not a polytope, there
exists an irreducible noncompact symmetric space G/K such that B is an
orbitopeConv K.v in the isotropy representation Ky p of the compact con-
nected Lie group K. Its Farran-Robertson polytope pi(B) is a∩B, and is a
WK-orbitope.
3. In the above items v may be taken to be any strictly positive multiple of
one of a certain set of fundamental weights in a. Any weight w for which
ConvWK .w is a regular polytope may be chosen. These weights were classi-
fied by Coxeter: fundamental weights are specified by marking a node of the
Coxeter diagram, and Coxeter indicated which marked nodes correspond to
weights giving rise to regular polytopes.
4. The list of irreducible noncompact symmetric space representations pre-
sented as G/K for connected K, together with information on their dimen-
sions, ranks, and the regular polytopes that occur as Weyl orbitopes in Car-
tan subspaces, is given in Tables 2, 3 and 4, which except for their last
column are essentially Tables 2,3, and 4 of [8].
Note that the same regular convex body may appear more than once in the
tables describing the classification. These occurrences include the coincidences
between noncompact irreducible symmetric spaces already noted by Cartan (cf.
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[39], pp. 519-520), which are are finite in number, plus some cases, including
some infinite series, where the same invariant regular convex body B appears in
different symmetric spaces. For the spectral strongly symmetric bodies, the coin-
cidences between symmetric spaces arising from EJAs are indicated in the tables
by coincidences of EJAs in the rightmost column.33 The only other coincidences
between spectral strongly symmetric convex bodies in the tables are the actions
of proper subgroups of SO(n) on balls Bn, which occur in type AIII and CII when
p= 1. Appendix C contains more detail.
9 Classification of strongly symmetric spectral con-
vex compact sets
In this section we apply the theory of the preceding sections to prove our main
result, which is the “only if” direction of Theorem 1.1: that strongly symmetric
spectral convex sets are normalized EJA state spaces or simplices. We proceed by
way of several intermediate propositions.
Proposition 9.1. Let Ω be a strongly symmetric spectral convex compact set. Then
Ω is regular.
In order to prove this proposition we first establish:
Lemma 9.2. Let Ω be a strongly symmetric spectral convex set. Let ω1, ...,ωr be
a maximal frame in Ω. The sequence
Fi =
∨
1≤ j≤i
{ω j}, i ∈ {1, ...,r} (5)
is a maximal flag. Conversely, let (F1, ...,Fr) be a maximal flag of Ω. Then there
exists a maximal frame ω1,ω2, ....,ωr such that (5) holds.
In other words, the formula (5) gives a bijection between maximal frames in
Ω and maximal flags of Ω.
Proof. Let X = [ω1, ...,ωr] be a maximal frame. It follows from item 1 of Propo-
sition 3.6 that the initial segments of X generate a sequence of faces, the Fi of
33For completeness we note a few coincidences between listed EJAs, which only happen for the
polytope△1: Herm(2,R)≃R2⊕R,Herm(2,C)≃R3⊕R andHerm(2,H)≃R5⊕R. (Although
it only occurs once in the table, we note that R9⊕R may be interpreted as Herm(2,O).)
4
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Table 2: Classical noncompact symmetric spaces with associated isotropy representations and Farran-Robertson
polytopes (adapted from [8], Table 2)
Type Symmetric space G/K
Rank of
symmetric
space
Dimension of
isotropy
representation Root space Polytope EJA
AI SL(n,R)/SO(n) n−1 (n−1)(n+2)/2 An−1 △n−1 Herm(n,R)
AII SU∗(2n)/Sp(n) n−1 (n−1)(2n+1) An−1 △n−1 Herm(n,H)
AIII SU(p,q)/S(Up×Uq) q 2pq
{
Cq (q< p)
Bq (q= p)
✷q,✸q R
2⊕R (p= q= 1)
BI
SO0(p,q)/(SO(p)×SO(q))
p+q odd, q< p
q pq Bq ✷q,✸q R
p⊕R (q= 1)
DI
SO0(p,q)/(SO(p)×SO(q))
p+q even
q pq
{
Bq (q< p)
Dq (q= p)
✸q R
p⊕R (q= 1)
DIII SO∗(2n)/U(n) ⌊n/2⌋= q n(n−1)
{
Cq q odd
BCq q even
✷q,✸q R
2⊕R (q= 1)
CI Sp(n,R)/U(n) n= q n(n+1) Cq ✷q,✸q R
2⊕R (q= 1)
CII Sp(p,q)/(Sp(p)×Sp(q)) q 4pq
{
Cq (q= p)
BCq (q< p)
✷q,✸q R
4⊕R (p= q= 1)
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Table 3: Exceptional noncompact symmetric spaces with associated isotropy rep-
resentations and Farran-Robertson polytopes (adapted from [8], Table 3)
Type
Symmetric space G/K
presented by g, k
Rank of
symmetric
space
Dimension of
isotropy
representation Root space Polytope EJA
EIII e6(−14) so(10)⊕R 2 32 B2 ✷2
EIV e6(−26) f4 2 26 A2 △2 Herm(3,O)
EVI e7(−5) so(12)⊕ su(2) 4 64 F4 24-cell
EVII e7(−25) e6⊕R 3 54 C3 ✷3,✸3
EIX e8(−24) e7⊕ su(2) 4 112 F4 24-cell
FI f4(4) sp(3)⊕ su(2) 4 28 F4 24-cell
FII f4(−20) so(9) 1 16 A1 △1
G g2(2) su(2)⊕ su(2) 2 8 G2 hexagon
Table 4: Noncompact symmetric spaces arising as KC/K for simple K, with asso-
ciated isotropy representations and Farran-Robertson polytopes ([8], Table 4)
Type and
root space
Symmetric space
Dimension of
isotropy
representation
Polytope EJA
An(n≥ 1) SL(n+1,C)/SU(n+1) n(n+2) △n Herm(n,C)
Bn(n≥ 2) SO(2n+1,C)/SO(2n+1) n(2n+1) ✷n,✸n
Cn(n≥ 3) Sp(n,C)/Sp(n) n(2n+1) ✷n,✸n
Dn(n≥ 4) SO(2n,C)/SO(2n) n(2n−1) ✸n
F4 F
C
4 /F4 52 24-cell
G2 G
C
2 /G2 14 hexagon
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(5), each properly contained in the next. This is a flag, which we will call ΦX .
In this sequence, the rank |Fi| of Fi is i. Suppose this flag is not maximal. Then
it can be enlarged, either by extending it before F1, or by extending it after Fr,
or by inserting some face G with Fi ( G ( Fi+1. It cannot be extended before
F1 = {ω1}, because the only face below the pure state ω1 is the improper face ∅.
It must have Fr = Ω by Proposition 3.6 (7), so it cannot be extended beyond Fr.
So there must be an i ∈ {1, ...,r} and a face G such that Fi ( G( Fi+1. By Propo-
sition 3.6 (1) Fi (G( Fi+1 implies |Fi|< |G|< |Fi+1|, which contradicts the fact,
observed above, that |Fi| = i and |Fi+1| = i+1 by construction. Since every way
of extending the flag ΦX is inconsistent with the maximality of the frame X , ΦX
is a maximal flag.
Conversely, suppose Φ = {F1, ...,Fr} is a maximal flag. By Proposition 3.6 (1)
each Fi is the join of (the singletons corresponding to) a frame, whose cardinality
is |Fi|. We will show (“Claim 1”) that F1 = {ω1} for some extremal point ω1, and
(“Claim 2”) that for each i ∈ {2, ...,r}, there exists an extremal ωi, distinguishable
from every state in the frame Fi−1, such that Fi = Fi−1∨ωi. It follows from the
associativity of join that (5) holds for each i, and since Fr = Ω for a maximal
flag, ω1, ...,ωr generates Ω. Since Ω is generated by a maximal frame, and by
Proposition 3.6(1) all frames generating the same face have the same cardinality,
ω1, ...,ωr has the same cardinality as a maximal frame, whence it is a maximal
frame.
To show Claim 2 we use the fact, which is part of Prop. 3.6(7), that if F ( G,
any frame for F extends to a frame forG by adjoining a frame for F ′∧G. Consider
F = Fi−1,G = Fi, for i ∈ {2, ...,r}. The frame for the face F ′i−1∧Fi, whose join
with Fi−1 is Fi, is nonempty because F’s containment in G is strict.34. Say it is
Σ = [σ1, ...,σm], for m≥ 1. We show that m= 1. If m> 1, then we can extend the
flag Φ to a flag Φ˜ defined by F˜j = Fj for j ∈ {1, ..., i−1}, F˜j := F˜j−1∨σ j−i+1 for
j ∈ {i, ..., i+m− 1}, and F˜j := Fj−m+1 for j ∈ {i+m, ...,r}. For m > 1, Φ is a
proper subflag of Φ˜, contradicting Φ’s maximality. So we must have m = 1, and
Φ˜ = Φ.
To show Claim 1, that F1 = {ω1} for some extremal ω1, we use essentially the
same argument: there is a frame η1, ..,η|F1| for F1, nonempty because F1 6=∅, and
if |F1| 6= 1, then we can extend the flag by prefixing it with the nonempty sequence
of subfaces [Hi :=
∨
k∈1,..i{ηk}]i∈{1,...,|F1|−1}, generated by the initial segments of
that frame. Since the flag was maximal, the extension must be impossible, so
34Were F ′ ∧G = 0 (i.e. ∅) then we’d have (F ′ ∧G)∨ F = F , while orthomodularity says
(F ′∧G)∨F = G.
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|F1|= 1, hence F1 = {η1}, with η1 extremal.
Proposition 9.1 follows almost immediately.
Proof of Proposition 9.1. Let Φ1 = {F1, . . . ,Fr} and Φ2 = {G1, . . . ,Gr} be two
maximal flags of Ω. Then by Lemma 9.2 the faces of Φ1, resp. Φ2, are the se-
quences of faces generated by the initial segments of the maximal frames ω1, ...,ωr,
η1, ...,ηr respectively, defined by the bijection (5). By strong symmetry, there ex-
ists g ∈ Aut Ω such that for all i ∈ {1, ...,r}, gωi = ηi. It follows that gΦ1 =
Φ2.
Next we determine the implications of the conjunction of strong symmetry
and spectrality for the polytope pi(Ω) that exists because of regularity.
Proposition 9.3. Let Ω be a strongly symmetric spectral convex compact set of
rank r. The polytope pi(Ω) is a simplex with r vertices, which constitute a maximal
frame.
Proof. Let the dimension of Ω be n; without loss of generality we view Ω as
canonically embedded in En, i.e. assume that the barycenter of Ω is 0 ∈ Aff Ω ≃
En, viewing Aff Ω as a vector space as described earlier, and introduce an invari-
ant inner product. Picking a maximal flag (it does not matter which one), F1, ...,Fr,
and letting ω1, ...,ωr be the maximal frame corresponding to it via the bijection
(5), we consider the simplex△′ of Farran and Robertson (defined following The-
orem 7.10 above), which, using the description of the barycenters of faces from
Proposition 3.6 (5), is equal to △(ω1,(ω1+ω2)/2, ...,(ω1+ · · ·ωr−1)/(r− 1)).
We next identify the linear subspace L of Aff (Ω) generated by this simplex. Since
the barycenters just listed are manifestly linearly independent in Aff (Ω) (as must
be any set of barycenters of faces of a flag), L is (r−1)-dimensional (as also noted
following Theorem 7.10). It is easy to see that ω1, ...,ωr−1 are a (linear) basis for
the space L.
So far in this proof, we have been working in the setting where Aff Ω is viewed
as a Euclidean vector space E with c(Ω) as its zero, and inner product chosen
so that Aff Ω is a subgroup of the orthogonal group. It is now useful to go to
the setting, described in Section 2 and used extensively in Proposition 3.6, in
which this Euclidean vector space is embedded as an affine subspace in the vector
space V of dimension one greater, in such a way that the embedded version of
E ≃ Aff Ω does not contain the origin of V , and hence the cone V+ = R+Ω ⊂ V
has affine dimension one more than Ω’s. Of course the barycenter of Ω, which
was 0 in E ≃ Aff Ω, embeds as a nonzero element c of V . As described just
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before Proposition 2.4, we extend the action of SO(E) to an action of SO(E) on
V , which must fix the ray over c (pointwise), and equip V with a corresponding
invariant inner product such that this action of SO(E) ≃ SO(n) is as a subgroup
of SO(V ) ≃ SO(n+1). By Proposition 3.6(3) this invariant inner product can be
chosen to be self-dualizing for the cone V+ and such that all pure states have unit
Euclidean norm, and we do so.
Now L, which was a linear subspace in E ≃ Aff Ω, is embedded in V as an
affine subspace but–since it is an affine subspace of Aff Ω–not a linear subspace.35
L was the linear space spanned by c1, ...,cr−1; as an affine space, it is generated
by c1, ...,cr−1,cr, where cr = c(Ω).
The simplex pi(Ω) = L∩Ω is therefore embedded as the intersection of the
affine subspace L⊂V with Ω. L⊂Aff Ω is also affinely generated by ω1, ....,ωr ∈
Aff Ω. When viewed as vectors in V (the vector space of dimension one greater
than Aff Ω), ω1, ...,ωr are orthonormal. Defining L˜ as the linear span of ω1, ...,ωr
in V , we have that L = L˜∩Aff Ω. From this it follows that pi(Ω) := L∩Ω is just
the intersection of Ω with the subspace L˜= lin {ω1, ...,ωr} ⊆V .
We will show that this intersection L˜∩Ω is the simplex △(ω1, ....,ωr). Re-
call (Proposition 3.6, item 4) that the extremal points ω1, ...,ωr are orthonormal
in V , and are therefore an orthonormal basis for their span L˜. By the self-duality
of V+, ω1, ...,ωr are also on extremal rays of the dual cone with respect to the
inner product. So everything in V+ has nonnegative inner product with each of
ω1, ...,ωr. These constraints impose in particular that L˜∩V+ lies in the closed pos-
itive halfspaces H+i := {x ∈ L˜ : (ωi,x)≥ 0}, i ∈ {1, ...,r} of each the hyperplanes
Hi = {x ∈ L˜ : (ωi,x) = 0} in L˜. These constraints define a polyhedral cone which
(using the mutual orthogonality of the ωi) is identical to the cone over the simplex
△(ω1, ...,ωr). Since ω1, ...,ωr are in V+ and in L˜, we know that L˜∩V+ contains
this cone, and since we have just shown that L˜∩V+ is contained in this cone, we
have that L˜∩V+ is equal to it, and hence that pi(Ω) := L˜∩Ω =△(ω1, ...,ωr).
Since the states ω1, . . . ,ωr are the vertices of the Farran-Robertson polytope
of Ω, the faces F1, ...,Fr of the polytope defined by the formula (5) are a maximal
flag of that polytope. Then by Proposition 7.14, the faces HFi of Ω are also a
maximal flag of Ω. Since HFi is G
c(Fi).F , c(Fi) is the centroid of HFi. Since
35This was equivalent to its being linearly generated by c1, ...,cr−1 when we had identified cr
with 0 ∈ E .
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c(Fi) = (1/i)∑
i
j=1ωi, HFi is the face of Ω generated by ω1, ...,ωi, i.e.
HFi =
i∨
i=1
ωi, i ∈ {1, ...,r}. (6)
So by Lemma 9.2, ω1, ...,ωi are a frame in Ω, not merely in pi(Ω), and ω1, ...,ωr
is a maximal frame.
We now have results sufficient to prove Theorem 1.1, which we reiterate here.
Theorem 1.1. A convex compact set is strongly symmetric and spectral if and
only if it is a simplex or affinely isomorphic to the space of normalized states of a
simple Euclidean Jordan algebra.
Proof. The “if” direction, that Euclidean Jordan algebra state spaces and sim-
plices are strongly symmetric and spectral, was already known [5] based on known
results about Euclidean Jordan algebras); an explicit proof was reviewed in Sec-
tions 4 and 5.
By Propositions 9.1 and 9.3, the strongly symmetric spectral convex compact
sets are all to be found among the regular convex compact sets whose Farran-
Robertson polytope is a simplex. Since a regular polytope is its own Farran-
Robertson polytope, the only polytopes that are strongly symmetric and spectral
are the simplices, of every dimension. To identify the nonpolytopal strongly sym-
metric spectral compact convex sets we will use the Madden-Robertson classifi-
cation of nonpolytopal regular convex bodies B in En, which is given in Tables 2,
3 and 4 (Tables 2, 3 and 4 of [8]). Because each regular compact convex set ad-
mits a canonical embedding as a regular convex body in En, with symmetry group
equal to its affine automorphism group (Prop. 7.2) all regular compact convex sets
appear in the table. Conversely all table entries correspond to regular convex com-
pact sets, because all regular convex bodies, considered as convex compact sets,
i.e. forgetting about the Euclidean and vector space structure of En, are regular
(see Proposition 7.8).
All possibilities for nonpolytopal strongly symmetric spectral convex bodies
are found among the entries of Tables 2, 3 and 4: they are the cases whose Farran-
Robertson polytope is a simplex. For each such case, Theorem 8.12 tells us, the
given data suffices to determine, up to isomorphism, the regular convex body as
the convex hull of the orbit of a (positive scalar multiple of a) fundamental weight
in a, corresponding to one of the ends of the Coxeter diagram associated with the
Weyl group. The entries with simplicial polytope are those for which the polytope
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is explicitly indicated to be a simplex, and the cases q = 1 of families where the
polytope is ✷q or ✸q, since ✷1 =✸1 =△1, the closed line segment, which is the
unique 1-dimensional polytope.
Theorem 6.1, which states that strongly symmetric spectral convex bodies
whose maximal frames have size two must be balls, establishes that the ✷1 and
✸1 cases in the tables in [8] (as well as the △1 cases) all have Ω a ball of some
dimension; these are Jordan-algebraic normalized state spaces (for the spin fac-
tors).36
In each of the symmetric space representations in these tables, the regular
convex body is determined, up to isomorphism, by the regular polytope pi(B)
and the symmetric space. A comparison of the cases with simplicial polytopes
△n for n≥ 2 with our Table 1 (taken from [19]) shows that they all correspond to
polar representations Ky p0 of compact groups K coming from simple Euclidean
Jordan algebras V ≃ p= p0⊕Re, where e is the Jordan unit. These are indicated
in the rightmost columns of Tables 2, 3 and 4. By Proposition 9.3, in the strongly
symmetric spectral cases, pi(B) is a simplex, and as embedded inV , its vertices are
a maximal frame. The maximal abelian subspaces of V ≃ p (viewed as subspaces
of g = lie(Aut V+)) are of the form a0⊕Re, where a0 are the maximal abelian
subspaces of p0. In, for example, [19], Proposition VI.3.3, and the discussion
preceding it, the Peirce decomposition⊕ri, j=1Vi j of a simple EJA of rank r is used,
and it is observed that a = ⊕iVii where Vii = Rci, and the ci, i ∈ {1, . . . ,r} are a
Jordan frame. With Ω defined as usual as the normalized state space embedded
in V = p, with the Jordan unit e as order unit, we have that a∩Ω is the simplex
generated by the ci, which is affinely isomorphic to a0 ∩Ω0, where Ω0 := Ω−
e/tr e = Ω− e/r is the translation of the normalized Jordan state space into a0.
This exhibits the strongly symmetric compact convex set Ω as affinely isomorphic
to the K-orbit Ω0 of a Farran-Robertson polytope Ω0 ∩ a0, which is a simplex.
Because according to the Madden-Robertson classification the Farran-Robertson
polytope determines, up to isomorphism, the regular convex body obtained as its
G-orbit in a symmetric space representation, and all regular convex bodies (up to
isomorphism) are obtained in this way, all strongly symmetric convex bodies are
isomorphic to Jordan state spaces.
36Appendix C includes a case-by-case examination of the ✷1 and ✸1 cases, but this is not
necessary for the proof. It includes the cases in which the symmetric space is that associated with
a spin factor (noted in the “EJA” column in Tables 2, 3 and 4), as well as the infinite series of
symmetric spaces of type AIII and CII which illustrate the fact that balls Bd may have actions by
affine automorphisms, transitive on the sphere ∂eBd ≃ Sd−1, of proper subgroups of the obvious
rotation group SO(d).
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Remark 9.4. The reader may wonder how the irreducible Riemannian symmetric
spaces H/K relate to the cones of squares in simple EJAs associated with the po-
lar representation, since the interiors of these cones are precisely the irreducible
symmetric cones, meaning the irreducible open cones37 V ◦+ that are noncompact
Riemannian symmetric spaces Aut 0(V
◦
+)/K (where K is a maximal compact con-
nected subgroup) on which Aut (V ◦+) acts via isometries. Writing V+ :=V ◦+, note
that Aut V ◦+ = Aut V+. The answer lies in recalling that the (reductive) lie algebra
of G = Aut V+ has in general a Cartan decomposition g = k⊕ p, with respect to
which p can be identified with the Jordan algebra V , and then V+ = expp (cf. e.g.
[19]). However, for simple Jordan algebras also g = gss⊕R, where R generates
the uniform dilations and the semisimple part gss is simple, and when we further
break down gss = k⊕p0, we see that p0 is the traceless38 part of p, which goes un-
der exp to the component of the unit-determinant part of p that lies in V+, which
is in fact a symmetric space H/K for H ≡ Gss, the semisimple part of Aut V+.
The symmetric cone is in fact a reducible symmetric space, the product of H/K
with R.39 The R factor gives the flat direction in the tangent space of V+, i.e.
the direction along a ray from the origin. The interior of V+ is the cone over the
irreducible symmetric space associated with the representation. A nice example
is the Lorentz cone, in which H/K is a paraboloid inside the cone, with focus
on the axis of rotational symmetry, and is in fact an orbit of the (connected, also
known as “orthochronous”) Lorentz group; the full cone is obtained by including
dilations. When V is not simple, everything still works roughly as before except
that now the symmetric space is a product ×ki=1(Hi/Ki×R) ≃ (×ki=1Hi/Ki)×Rk
of irreducible symmetric spaces, with Rk reflecting the possibility of independent
dilations of the cones over the simple factors Hi/Ki. ♦
10 Discussion
We have characterized a particular subset of the finite-dimensional Jordan alge-
braic state spaces—those corresponding to simple Euclidean Jordan algebras, and
to finite products of the one-dimensional Euclidean Jordan algebra—as those con-
vex sets satisfying the properties of spectrality and strong symmetry. In this sec-
37with pointed closure, i.e. proper cones rather than wedges.
38We remind the reader that trace and determinant are defined for EJAs in general (cf. [19]),
and coincide with the usual matrix notions in the matrix cases Herm(n,D).)
39Concretely, the second factor is represented as R+, but it is equipped with the multiplicative
group structure, isomorphic (via the exponential map) to the additive group structure on R.
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tion, we consider extensions and implications of this result. First we discuss vari-
ous known ways in which the two properties can be supplemented with additional
ones to characterize precisely the state spaces of complex quantum theory. Then
we discuss some other characterizations of this class, or more general classes,
of Jordan-algebraic state spaces, and how these relate to our work. Finally we
review work in the setting of general probabilistic theories that derives strong
consequences from the conjunction of spectrality and strong symmetry, or from
sets of postulates that can be shown to imply these two properties, emphasizing
the new light our result throws on this work.
10.1 From Jordan algebra state spaces to complex quantum
theory
Characterizations of quantum state space, whether in terms of postulates whose
appeal is mathematical, physical, informational, or some combination of these,
often proceed by first characterizing Jordan-algebraic state spaces, or some subset
thereof, and then adding an additional postulate or set of postulates that narrows
things down to standard, i.e. complex, quantum theory. In the following two
subsections we describe two important classes of such postulates. These can, of
course, be used in conjunction with Theorem 1.1 to characterize the irreducible
complex quantum systems.
10.1.1 From Jordan state spaces to complex quantum theory via relations
between continuous symmetries and observables
The important characterizations by Alfsen and Shultz ([40], cf. [1]) of the state
spaces of two natural classes of Euclidean Jordan algebras, the JB-algebras and
the JBW-algebras, which are Jordan analogues of the C∗-algebras and the von
Neumann algebras, were extended by them to characterize the state spaces ofC∗-
algebras and von Neumann algebras (each of which reduces to direct sums of
the state spaces of standard complex quantum theory, in the finite-dimensional
setting), in several ways. One of these, by Proposition 10.27 of [1], is to postulate
the existence of a “dynamical correspondence” ([1], Definition 6.10), on the JB-
algebra A. The dynamical correspondence determines a uniqueC∗ product on A+
iA. In the special case in which the JB-algebra is a JBW-algebra, the dynamical
correspondences on A are in bijection with the Connes orientations (Theorem 6.18
of [1]); the existence of either of these determines a uniqueW ∗ product on A+ iA,
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and the normal state space of A is isomorphic to the normal state space of this von
Neumann algebra.
A dynamical correspondence ψ on a JB-algebra A is a linear map, ψ : a 7→ψa,
of A into the set of skew order-derivations of A, satisfying certain properties. It
is called complete if it is surjective (note, also, that there is no requirement that
it be injective). The order-derivations are the elements of the Lie algebra autV+
of the group of affine automorphisms of the positive cone of a Jordan algebra.
This is the span of two complementary subspaces, the self-adjoint (also called
symmetric) and skew-adjoint (also called skew) order derivations, which in the
finite-dimensional case are the −1 and +1 eigenspaces, respectively, usually de-
noted p and k, of the Cartan involution on autV+. The self-adjoint ones may be
identified with the space of Jordan multiplication operators, La : b 7→ a • b. The
skew order-derivations are precisely the generators of one-parameter groups of
automorphisms of the Jordan algebra (cf. Lemma 2.81 of [1]). The Jordan au-
tomorphisms are also precisely the Jordan unit preserving automorphisms of the
cone of unnormalized states, and hence in a manifestly self-dual representation
in our finite-dimensional setting, they are also precisely the (linearized extensions
of) affine automorphisms of A’s normalized state space (cf. [19]). The conditions
defining a dynamical correspondence are (1) that the commutator of the images
of Jordan algebra elements a and b is the negative of the commutator of the cor-
responding Jordan multiplication operators, that is, that [ψa,ψb] = −[La,Lb], and
(2) that the image of an element annihilate that element, ψaa= 0.
The first of these conditions requires Jordan structure for its formulation. As
Alfsen and Shultz note, their notion of dynamical correspondence “axiomatizes
the transition h 7→ Lih from the self-adjoint part of a C∗-algebra to the set of
skew order-derivations on the algebra.” The appearance of the minus sign in the
commutator when one moves between commutators of Jordan algebra multipli-
cation operators (which as noted above are the selfadjoint part of autV+) and the
Lie bracket of generators of reversible transformations (the skew-adjoint part of
autV+) reflects the close relation of this transition to the existence of a complex
structure on autV+. Such a complex structure, compatible with Lie brackets and
the Cartan involution, is what Alfsen and Shultz ([1], Definition 6.8) call a Connes
orientation on a JB-algebra.
The second condition can be rephrased as saying that the one-parameter dy-
namical group generated by the image ψa of an observable a conserves that ob-
servable, so it can easily be reformulated, in our setting, in a way that refers
only to convex, and not to Jordan, structure, using the abovementioned identi-
fication of the Jordan automorphisms with the order-unit-preserving affine order-
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automorphisms of the cone over the effects.
In finite dimension, Alfsen and Shultz’ results (Theorem 6.15 or Proposition
10.27 of [1]) combined with the main result of the present paper imply that that
the conjunction of spectrality, strong symmetry, and the existence of a dynamical
correspondence, characterizes complex quantum theory and classical theory, that
is, the normalized state spaces of Jordan algebras corresponding to the Hermitian
parts of full matrix algebras over C, and simplices.
Proposition 10.1. Let Ω be a finite dimensional convex compact set satisfying (1)
spectrality, (2) strong symmetry, and (3) dynamical correspondence, or equiva-
lently the existence of a Connes orientation. Then Ω is affinely isomorphic to the
normalized state space of the Jordan algebra Herm(n,C), i.e. the set of density
matrices of a finite-dimensional quantum system, or to a simplex, i.e. the state
space of a finite-dimensional classical system.
Another assumption is then needed to rule out classical theory (i.e., the sim-
plices). Many natural alternatives are known, and among these we mention: exis-
tence of a tradeoff between information gained about an unknown state, and dis-
turbance to that state (a result reported in [41]); impossibility of universal cloning,
or of universal broadcasting [42, 43], the existence of a state having two differ-
ent convex decompositions into pure states (a more or less folkloric mathematical
fact that is the finite-dimensional case of Choquet’s theorem); the lack of uni-
versal compatibility of measurements [44]; nontriviality of the connected identity
component of the automorphism group of the normalized states (emphasized by
Hardy [45, 46]).
The authors of [5] narrowed down the class of Jordan algebras characterized
there to the complex quantum state spaces, using a principle they call energy ob-
servability.
Definition 10.2. A normalized state space Ω is said to have energy observability
([5], Def. 30) if the Lie algebra aut Ω of Aut Ω is nontrivial and there exists
an injective linear map ϕ from aut Ω to the observable space V ∗ of the system,
such that for each x ∈ aut Ω, ϕ(x) is conserved by the one-parameter subgroup
generated by x, and ϕ(x) = λu (for some λ ∈ R) if and only if x= 0.
Energy observability is closely related to dynamical correspondence, but it
is formulated in the convex framework without reference to Jordan structure, in-
corporates nontriviality of the connected automorphism group of Ω, and differs
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from the existence of a dynamical correspondence in other ways. The terminol-
ogy is motivated by the idea that a continuous one-parameter subgroup of auto-
morphisms is a potential dynamical time-evolution, and in quantum physics the
generator of such an evolution is a Hermitian operator H (the Hamiltonian) con-
served by the evolution (identified with energy). Here “generator” is meant in
the “physicists” sense that the evolution operator is ω 7→ eiHt (where i=√−1).40
The assumption that aut Ω is nontrivial is there because without it there is nothing
that fits the intuitive notion of energy that inspired the definition. (And if we were
to formally extend the above definition to that situation, energy would, logically
speaking, be observable because anything is true of the empty set.) However, it
should also be noted that this nontriviality assumption is doing the work of ruling
out classical theory.
Proposition 10.3. Let Ω be a finite dimensional convex compact set satisfying (1)
spectrality, (2) strong symmetry, and (3) energy observability. Then Ω is affinely
isomorphic to the normalized state space of the Jordan algebra Herm(n,C), i.e.
the set of density matrices of a finite-dimensional quantum system.
The relation of energy observability to dynamical correspondence is, roughly,
that a dynamical correspondence is a linear map (but not necessarily an injec-
tion41) of observables into the Lie algebra, i.e. in the opposite direction from the
map required by energy observability, and also that dynamical correspondence im-
poses some conditions of compatibility with the Jordan structure, while the notion
of energy observability uses only the convex structure of the state space and does
not need Jordan structure for its definition. The conservation conditions are essen-
tially the same for the two notions (modulo the reversal of direction of the map).
The possibility of noninjectivity of dynamical correspondences is needed in order
to allow some non-simple Jordan algebras to have dynamical correspondences: for
example, a finite product of one-dimensional Jordan algebras—which corresponds
to a finite-dimensional classical system, has trivial (zero-dimensional) aut Ω, but
may still have a dynamical correspondence, because all observables can map to
the unique element 0 of aut Ω; more generally, for a product of nontrivial Jordan
algebras, observables that are linear combinations of the Jordan units of the simple
factors will map to zero.
40In the usual mathematical terminology, the generator of this evolution is instead the anti-
Hermitian operator iH; then the injection from the Lie algebra of generators of one-parameter
subgroups of automorphisms (i.e. lie(Aut (Ω))≡ aut Ω) into the observables is just X 7→ −iX .
41In [5] (on p. 29) dynamical correspondences are mistakenly described as injections; they are
injective in the simple case, which is the one under consideration there, but not in general.
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We have already mentioned the close relation of the existence of a dynamical
correspondence to Connes’ condition of the existence of an orientation. In [47]
Connes defined an orientation in the setting of self-dual cones V+ in (not neces-
sarily finite-dimensional) Hilbert spaces. The Lie algebra of the automorphism
group of such a cone is involutive, and an orientation on such a cone was de-
fined as a complex structure on the Lie algebra of aut V+ compatible with this
involution. Connes showed that the existence of an orientation characterizes the
positive cones of von Neumann algebras within the class of self-dual, facially ho-
mogeneous cones in Hilbert spaces ([47], The´ore`me 5.2). Since Bellissard and
Iochum [48] showed that these are precisely the positive cones of JBW algebras,
this provides a way of characterizing the von Neumann algebra state spaces within
the class of JBW algebraic ones. Alfsen and Shultz explicitly transferred the def-
inition of Connes orientation to JBW-algebraic state spaces and established, in
Theorem 6.18 of [1], a bijection between Connes orientations in the sense of their
Definition 6.8 ([1]) and dynamical correspondences in the JBW-algebraic case.
10.1.2 From Jordan state spaces to complex quantum theory via local to-
mography
A different approach to ruling out the Jordan algebraic systems other than complex
quantum theory involves introducing an appropriate notion of composite system
consisting of two or more “subsystems”. The existence of “tomographically lo-
cal” Jordan-algebraic composites of Jordan-algebraic systems can then be used as
a postulate to narrow things down to complex quantum systems. Tomographic
locality can be mathematically formulated as the requirement that the ambient
vector space VAB spanned by the cone of unnormalized states of a composite
of systems A,B whose ambient vector spaces are VA and VB, be the real tensor
product VA⊗VB.42 In [24] it was shown that the existence of a locally tomo-
graphic Jordan-algebraic composite of a Jordan-algebraic system A with a qubit
(the lowest-dimensional nontrivial complex quantum system, whose state space
is a three-dimensional ball), satisfying some other natural desiderata, implies that
A must be complex quantum. However, this does not rule out the possibility of
42The notion of “tomography” in this context is that of determining the state of a system by
making various measurements on identically prepared copies of a system. “Local” tomography
of a composite system is possible if one can estimate the state by making measurements on its
parts, A and B, and estimating the correlations between sufficiently many measurement results. If
VAB =VA⊗VB, then products of effects eA⊗ fB span the dual of the state space, so determining the
probabilities of a spanning set allows one to determine the components of the state in a basis.
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theories whose systems are spectral and strongly symmetric but in which qubits
do not occur as a system type that must be composable with other systems.
In [49], Ll. Masanes and M. Mu¨ller formulated five postulates applicable to
theories whose systems are described in the GPT framework, and showed that the
only two theories satisfying them are finite-dimensional complex quantum theory
and finite-dimensional classical theory. One of these postulates is that composite
systems are locally tomographic. Their notion of theory is somewhat implicit in
their arguments, rather than fully explicit, but it appears to require that for any two
systems of the theory, there exists another system of the theory that is a locally to-
mographic composite of those systems. Since the four postulates not referring to
composite systems are satisfied by all systems with simple Jordan algebraic state
spaces, and by systems whose state spaces are simplices, we can combine their
result with the main result of this paper to conclude that any collection of (finite-
dimensional) systems satisfying strong symmetry and spectrality, and closed un-
der the formation of composites, must consist either entirely of complex quantum
systems, or entirely of classical systems.
That the tomographic locality of the assumed composites is necessary for these
results is indicated, for example, by the constructions in [50] of theories in which
some of the Jordan algebraic systems other than complex quantum ones can be
combined to form composites that are not tomographically local; these theories
even have the additional structure of dagger compact closed categories (the ter-
minology of [51] for a notion earlier defined in [52]). In addition to the cate-
gory of irreducible complex quantum systems, there is the category of real quan-
tum systems, and another category that includes all irreducible real and quater-
nionic quantum systems. A third additional category allows the inclusion of real,
quaternionic, and complex systems in a single category, at the price of a notion of
composite that does not preserve irreducibility. Not all Jordan algebraic systems
occur in these constructions, though: the spin factors whose state spaces are d-
balls for d /∈ {1,2,3,5} do not occur in these categories, nor does the exceptional
Jordan-algebraic system.43 The lattter, indeed, does not have Jordan-algebraic
composites, tomographically local or not, with nonclassical Jordan-algebraic sys-
tems ([50], Corollary 4.10), and Example 6.2 in [50] suggests that there may be
obstructions to Jordan-algebraic composites involving the spin factors whose state
spaces are the d-balls for d = 4 and d ≥ 6 as well. (References to [50] are to arXiv
version v2.)
43The d-balls with d ∈ {1,2,3,5} are the classical, real quantum, complex quantum, and quater-
nionic quantum bits, respectively.
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A similar argument involving tomographic locality can be made using the re-
sult of [53], in which it is shown that only for d = 3 does there exist a compos-
ite, satisfying tomographic locality and continuous reversible transitivity on pure
states, of two systems each of which has a Euclidean d-ball as state space. Since
by Theorem 1.1 (cf. Theorem 6.1), spectrality and strong symmetry imply that
bits are balls, and also that nonclassical systems are simple Jordan-algebraic and
hence have continuous reversible transitivity on pure states, it follows from The-
orem 1.1 and [53] that no tomographically local composite of a bit with itself can
preserve spectrality and strong symmetry, except in the complex quantum case
(for which bits are 3-balls) or the classical case.
10.2 Relations with other characterizations of Jordan algebraic
classes of state spaces
Jordan algebraic systems share with standard (i.e. complex) quantum theory many
geometric properties of informational and physical significance in addition to
spectrality and strong symmetry. These include the absence of higher-order inter-
ference [54, 55]; purity-preserving projectivity [56, 1, 5]; homogeneity and self-
duality. Obviously, Theorem 1.1 implies that systems with spectrality and strong
symmetry have these other properties too. This raises the question of whether
the theorem could be proved differently, by establishing a direct implication from
spectrality and strong symmetry to combinations of these other properties suffi-
cient to establish the Jordan algebraic nature of the state space. For example, as
noted in Proposition 3.6 it is known [5] that spectrality and strong symmetry imply
self-duality of the cone over the normalized state space. In light of the Koecher-
Vinberg theorem [22, 23], which states that the homogeneous self-dual cones are
precisely the Jordan-algebraic ones, one could therefore try to show directly that
spectrality and strong symmetry imply homogeneity. Similarly, it is known [5]
that the conjunction of spectrality and strong symmetry implies projectivity of the
state space in the sense that each face is the positive part of the image of a pro-
jection that is the dual of (and hence, given self-duality of the cone, identical to)
what Alfsen and Shultz call a compression. Since self-duality near-trivially im-
plies Alfsen and Shultz’ postulate of symmetry of transition probabilities (STP),
and the finite-dimensional case of their theorem characterizing the state spaces of
a wide class of Euclidean Jordan algebras has projectivity, symmetry of transi-
tion probabilities, and one of several other properties (equivalent in the context of
projectivity and STP) as premises, we would just need to establish a direct im-
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plication from spectrality and strong symmetry to one of these other properties
to obtain a direct proof of the Jordan structure. The most promising choice is
perhaps the preservation of purity by the duals of compressions: that the image
of a pure state under a compression is always a multiple of a pure state. In fact,
the result in [5] was obtained by showing that the duals of compressions preserve
purity—but the additional assumption of absence of higher-order interference was
used in showing this.
Alternative properties capable of characterizing the Jordan-algebraic state spaces
among those satisfying Alfsen and Shultz’s conditions of projectivity and symme-
try of transition probabilities are (1) the Hilbert ball property, or (2) the satisfac-
tion of the atomic covering law by the lattice of faces of the state space. A finite-
dimensional convex set has Alfsen and Shultz’ Hilbert ball property if and only if
for every pair of extreme points of Ω, the face they generate is affinely isomorphic
to a Euclidean ball. (See [1], Def. 9.9, for additional technical conditions rele-
vant in infinite dimension.) The atomic covering law for a lower-bounded lattice
states that if a is an atom in the lattice, and b any element of the lattice, then either
a∨b = b, or a∨b covers b. Here “x covers y” means x> y and there exists no w
such that x > w > y, i.e. x is above y and there is nothing between them, and an
atom is an element that covers 0. So an alternative proof of our result could also
aim at establishing either one of these properties directly. By the main result of [5]
a direct proof of the absence of higher-order interference (see the next subsection
for a rough definition) from spectrality and strong symmetry would also do the
job.
10.3 Implications for other results on general probabilistic the-
ories having spectrality and strong symmetry
10.3.1 Higher order interference
In [57] Rafael Sorkin introduced a notion of a hierarchy of orders or degrees of
probabilistic interference, one for each positive integer, for physical theories mod-
eled in a “histories” framework. In [58, 55, 59] Sorkin’s notion was adapted to
the GPT framework. Roughly speaking, interference of order k represents the
idea that there are processes in which k or more mutually exclusive “paths” or
“histories” are available to the system, such that there is a measurement whose
probabilities, when measured on a system that has undergone such a process, can-
not be determined from the probabilities in all situations in which k−1 or fewer
of the paths are available. Quantum theory has interference of order at most 2 (the
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lowest order that intuitively represents interference, since theories with maximal
interference order of 1 are classical). If a theory fails to have interference of order
k, then it can have no interference of order k+ 1 or higher. We call interference
of order 3 or above higher-order interference. As mentioned in the introduction,
Theorem 1.1 improves on the main result of [5], which characterized the same
class of theories, but in addition to spectrality and strong symmetry, used the ad-
ditional assumption of no higher-order interference.
10.3.2 Query computation and query complexity
In query problem in the theory of computation, it is assumed that one has access to
a sequence, parametrized by “instance size” n, of “black boxes” capable of com-
puting a function fn between finite sets (the usual case is f : {0,1}n→{0,1}). fn
is not known, but a finite family Fn of possible functions is specified; sometimes a
prior distribution over Fn is specified as well. One may then ask about the “query
complexity” of computing some function gn whose domain is the family of func-
tions Fn; roughly speaking, this is the number of times the black box appears in a
circuit capable of computing, with high probability of success (either in the worst
case or, in case a prior distribution on Fn has been specified, in expectation with
respect to that distribution), the function gn. The circuit is realized in some back-
ground circuit model of computation, such as a classical or quantum circuit model,
and the behavior of the black boxes may also be classical, quantum, or more gen-
eral, giving rise to a variety of possible query models of computation. Typically
one is concerned with how the number of queries scales with the input size n. For
example, in Grover’s “search problem” of “identifying a marked state”, for which
the instance size parameter is usually written as N, FN , of cardinality N, is the
set of functions {1, ...,N} → {0,1} that take the value 1 on exactly one element
of its domain {1, ...,N}, usually termed the “marked state”. In Grover’s problem
gN : FN → {1, ...,N} is the function that identifies which of these N possibilities
for fN is computed by the black box, i.e. which state is marked. Grover’s cele-
brated quantum query algorithm [60, 61] computes gN with a number of queries
of order
√
N. In the closely related query problem of computing OR, FN consists
of all N2 functions {1, ...,N}→ {0,1} and gN is OR of the values of fN on all its
inputs, i.e. gN( fN) is 1 if fN is zero on all N inputs, otherwise it is 1. A variant of
Grover’s algorithm computes OR, again with a number of queries of order
√
N.
In [6] it was shown, in a reasonable query model generalizing the quantum
query model, that five principles, of which the fifth is strong symmetry, im-
ply that to have probability 1/2 or greater of correctly identifying the marked
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state in Grover’s search problem, the number of queries must be at least (3/2−√
2)
√
N/h, where h is the maximal “order of interference” of the GPT theory. A
lower bound of Ω(
√
N) was established in the quantum case in [9]; it is achieved
by Grover’s algorithm. The bound in [6] is also Ω(
√
N). This limits the potential
gain from higher-order interference of degree h to at most a constant factor, c/
√
h
compared to quantum. The authors of [6] argued that their result is “somewhat
surprising as one might expect more interference to imply more computational
power”.
However, it can be shown (cf. [10]) that the conjunction of the principles
used in [6] implies spectrality. Together with Theorem 1.1 this implies that the
GPT systems considered in [6] are Jordan-algebraic, and hence that the order h
of interference is at most 2 [55, 54]. The question of whether or not higher-order
interference of some fixed maximal degree can give a non-constant asymptotic
speedup (in terms of number of queries) over Grover’s quantum algorithm for the
Grover search problem in some GPT with a reasonable query model remains open,
but our results imply that if such a speedup is possible it will be in a setting not
allowed by the postulates in [6].
Besides strong symmetry, the assumptions in [6] are causality (roughly, no sig-
naling from the future, which is implicit in the setting of this paper, and most work
on GPTs, because of the uniqueness of the order unit u), purification (every state
on a system A arises as the marginal of a pure state on a possibly larger composite
system AB, and any two such purifications are related by an automorphism of ΩB),
purity preservation under composition, and the existence of a pure sharp effect. It
is not explicitly stated whether one must assume purity preservation under both
parallel and sequential composition, but it appears that only parallel composition
is used in the proofs. Even with strong symmetry omitted, and purity preservation
required only under parallel composition, the conjunction of these conditions is
an extremely strong assumption,44 since if they are augmented with purity preser-
vation under pure operations,45 they would already imply the Jordan-algebraic
nature of the state space (though not the restriction to simple Jordan algebras or
simplices), as shown in [62]. However, since to the best of our knowledge purity
44Most of the strength of this conjunction lies in purification, purity preservation under parallel
composition, and the existence of a pure sharp effect, since causality is part of essentially every
definition of composite system in the GPT framework. The existence of a pure sharp effect would
follow from the other conditions and the no-restriction hypothesis, which, although also quite
strong in its way, is a natural and oft-made assumption in the GPT framework.
45Pure operations are linear maps that lie in extremal rays of the cone of “allowed” positive
maps on the state space.
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preservation under sequential composition of pure operations was not previously
known to follow from the other assumptions, the possibility that the assumptions
of [6] still allow for higher-order interference was open until it was excluded by
the main result of the present paper.
In [11], a definition of query computation was formulated and two results
were obtained concerning query computation in general probabilistic theories un-
der nearly the same assumptions as [6]: the ubiquitous (and innocuous) causality,
purification, purity preservation under parallel composition, and strong symmetry,
as well as preservation of the maximally mixed state (centroid of the state space)
under parallel composition.46 Pure sharpness was not explicitly assumed, but the
results of the paper involve situations in which nontrivial sets of perfectly distin-
guishable states exist, which are needed for the function queries to be possible,
and the existence of such sets can be shown to imply pure sharpness; indeed, in
[11] the cone of unnormalized states is shown to be not only self-dual, but perfect.
The first main result of [11] was that if kn classical queries yield no information
concerning a function to be computed, then in a general probabilistic model with
maximal order of interference k, n queries yield no information. This allows one
to obtain, from classical zero-information lower bounds on the number of queries
needed to compute or approximate properties of a black-box function f , lower
bounds in more general models, but it neither rules out nor definitely establishes
the possibility of speedups over quantum query computation in more general GPT
models. It generalizes a result of Meyer and Pommersheim [63], who studied the
quantum case. The second main result of [11] was a confirmation that the gener-
alization (from the classical and quantum cases) of the notion of black-box query
used there is reasonable, in the sense that if there is a polynomial-size family of
GPT circuits C f for a family of functions f , one can use them to simulate the
black-box queries to the functions f , with a polynomial family of circuits. Much
of the interest in query algorithms, both quantum and classical, implicitly relies
on this type of result, since they allow one to pass with at most polynomial cost
from query algorithms to concrete circuit algorithms in cases where circuits for
the function f exist—giving rise to efficient algorithms in cases where the amount
of resources required by the query algorithm for the computation interleaved be-
tween the queries is also polynomial.
The absence of an explicit assumption of sequential purity preservation is the
only thing distinguishing the assumptions (excluding strong symmetry but includ-
ing pure sharpness) of [11] from those of sharp theories with purification (which
46This last may well follow from the others.
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are known to have Jordan-algebraic state spaces). But without sequential purity
preservation, it was still not clear that the systems of [11] are Jordan algebraic.
However, they do have spectrality so, as in the case of [6], Theorem 1.1 implies
that these theories, too, have Jordan-algebraic state spaces, and cannot exhibit
higher-order interference. This should motivate attempts to extend these results to
more general settings.
10.3.3 Entropic and thermodynamic aspects of probabilistic theories
In [3], spectrality and strong symmetry were used to obtain important properties
of quantum entropy and entropy-like quantities in a more general context. Given
spectrality, it is natural to investigate real-valued entropy-like functions on the
space of states defined using Schur-concave functions:47 for each such function
f , one defines a corresponding generalized entropy as the value of f on the spec-
trum of the state.The von Neumann entropy of a quantum state, which is given by
the Shannon entropy H(p) :=−∑i pi ln pi of its spectrum p= {p1, ..., pn}, is one
such entropy. In general theories, one can define the measurement entropy and the
preparation entropy of states. The measurement entropy of state σ is the mini-
mum, over finegrained measurements, of the Shannon entropy of the probabilities
of the outcomes when the measurement is made on a system in state σ ; the prepa-
ration entropy is the minimum entropy of probabilities pi such that σ = ∑i piωi,
for pure states ωi. Analogous definitions can also be made for the generalized
entropies determined by Schur-concave functions other than Shannon entropy. In
quantum theory, the preparation and measurement entropies corresponding to a
given f are equal to each other and to the spectral entropy corresponding to f .
In [3], it was shown, assuming spectrality and strong symmetry, that the outcome
probabilities of any fine-grained measurement on σ are majorized by those of
47A function f : Rn → R is called Schur-concave if whenever x majorizes y, f (y) ≥ f (x). x is
said to majorize y, for x,y∈Rn, if for allm∈ {1, ..,n}, it holds that ∑mi=1 x↓m ≥∑mi=1 y↓m, where x↓,y↓
are the vectors whose elements are those of x and y respectively, arranged in decreasing order.
Sometimes Schur-concave functions are considered to have as domain ∪n∈NRn, in which case
majorization is defined by comparing two vectors with the shorter one padded out with zeros to the
length of the longer one. “xmajorizes y” is generally interpreted as a formalization of the idea that
x is “moremixed” or “more random” than y, because of the Birkhoff-vonNeumann theorem, which
states that x majorizing y is equivalent to y being a convex combination of vectors obtained from
x by permuting its entries. Schur-concave functions are often viewed as real-valued “measures of
randomness” since they are precisely the real-valued functions that can never decrease under such
operations. This accounts for the terminology “generalized entropies” and also for a relation of
majorization to microcanonical thermodynamics (cf. e.g. [64]).
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the spectral measurement (which are equal to σ ’s spectrum), and hence that the
measurement entropy determined by any Schur-concave function is equal to the
corresponding spectral entropy.48 In parallel work in [4] the same conclusion was
obtained using causality, purification, purity preservation under both parallel and
sequential composition of pure operations, and strong symmetry. The first four
of these assumptions together imply spectrality. So in light of the present paper,
the setting of [3, 4] is no more general than that of simple Jordan-algebraic state
spaces, and classical ones.49 However, the same conclusions can also be obtained
from different postulates, including or implying spectrality, but not strong symme-
try. This was done, using different sets of assumptions, in [10], [65], and [66]. In
light of the present work, it becomes even more interesting to determine whether
the assumptions used in these works imply the Jordan algebraic structure of state
space (even if not the simple structure or classicality of the Jordan algebra, which
is enforced by strong symmetry but which does not follow from the assumptions
of [65], [10], or [66]). The results in [10, 66] concern a class of theories they
call sharp theories with purification, which satisfy the four properties of causal-
ity, purification, purity preservation (under both parallel and sequential compo-
sition), and pure sharpness. In [62] it was shown that all systems in this class
of theories are Jordan-algebraic (although this class is not precisely simple Jor-
dan algebras and classical theory, since some nonclassical nonsimple state spaces
are definitely allowed, and to the best of our knowledge it is not known whether
all simple Jordan algebras are). However, the assumptions of [65] are just pro-
jectivity of the state space and symmetry of transition probabilities (equivalently,
projectivity and self-duality of the state cone, which are in turn equivalent ([2],
cf. also [65]) to its perfection together with the normalization of the orthogonal
projections onto the linear spans of faces). All Jordan algebraic state spaces have
these properties, but it is an open question whether they are the only ones. Essen-
tially these assumptions (in the guise of projectivity and symmetry of transition
probabilities) appear in Alfsen and Shultz’s derivation [56, 1] of Jordan-algebraic
structure, but there a choice of one of several additional assumptions, for instance
that the “filters” that project onto faces of the state space take pure states to mul-
tiples of pure states or one of the other alternatives discussed above, is used. It is
not known whether or not this assumption can be dropped in the characterization
48The theorem was stated for the Renyi α-entropies, but the proof uses Schur concavity and
applies to arbitrary Schur concave functions.
49It should nevertheless be noted that to the best of our knowledge, the conclusions obtained in
[3] and [4] were not previously known for the non-quantum, non-classical simple Jordan algebras.
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of Jordan-algebraic state spaces.50 So, the results of [65] add additional interest
to the question of whether there are non-Jordan-algebraic state spaces satisfying
projectivity and self-duality, while the results of the present paper show that such
state spaces will not be found among those satisfying strong symmetry.
11 Conclusion
We have shown that the finite-dimensional compact convex sets satisfying two
properties, spectrality and strong symmetry, are up to affine isomorphism pre-
cisely the sets of normalized states of simple finite-dimensional Euclidean Jordan
algebras, and simplices, answering a question posed in [5] of whether the addi-
tional property of no higher-order interference used there in addition to spectrality
and strong symmetry, is needed to characterize this set of state spaces. While this
can be viewed purely as a result in convex geometry, it has important implica-
tions for the research program that studies general probabilistic theories, since
significant results in that program were obtained under the assumption that the
normalized state spaces of systems are spectral and strongly symmetric, or un-
der assumptions that imply this; we described some of these implications in the
preceding section. We also discussed the relation of our result to other characteri-
zations of Jordan algebraic state spaces.
These Jordan-algebraic compact convex sets, and the cones over them, figure
in many other areas of mathematics and applications, including complex anal-
ysis, symmetric spaces, optimization, and statistics, and the present result may
have interesting implications in some of these areas as well. From the both the
perspective of general probabilistic theories and that of the purely mathematical
theory of convex sets, our results suggest exploring the consequences of assump-
tions weaker than spectrality and strong symmetry.
50In [2] H. Araki gave a derivation of Jordan-algebraic structure in finite dimension inspired
by Alfsen and Shultz’s, but using a notion of projection on the state space he calls “filter”, which
is prima facie weaker than the notion of dual of a compression; he also assumed filters preserve
purity, but conjectured the assumption could be dropped. Alfsen and Shultz [1], p. 354, state that
“in the finite-dimensional context his axioms force the filters to be compressions”, but it is not
clear whether this is meant to apply to the axioms without the purity-preservation assumption.
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A Proof of Theorem 6.1
In this section we establish Theorem 6.1, following [12] but bringing in the stronger
assumption of 2-transitivity.
Theorem 6.1. Let Ω be a strongly symmetric spectral compact convex body whose
largest frame is of cardinality 2. Then Ω is affinely isomorphic to a ball.
Proof. We view Ω as canonically embedded in the affine space Aff Ω ≃ E that
it generates, of dimension n, equipped with a Euclidean inner product for which
Aut Ω is a subgroup of O(E), and recall that because Aut Ω acts transitively on
∂eΩ, we have that
∫
Aut Ωdµ(k) k.ω is a fixed point of the group action, and is in
fact the barycenter, 0. Because it is an orbit of a subgroup of O(V ), the set ∂eΩ of
extremal points of Ω is contained in the sphere S := {x∈V : ||x||= c}with respect
to the associated norm. We scale the inner product by a positive real number so
that c= 1.
We now prove that every pair of perfectly distinguishable points in Ω are the
endpoints of some diameter of S. We begin by showing (following Dakic´ and
Brukner but with a bit more detail) that for every extremal ω ∈ Ω, the point −ω
also belongs to Ω, and [ω,−ω] is a 2-frame.
A chord of a sphere is defined to be a closed line segment whose endpoints
are two distinct points on the sphere. We will use the fact that the only chords
of a sphere that contain its center are the diameters, i.e. the chords from x to −x.
Since Ω is spectral with maximal frame size 2, every nonextremal point in Ω, in
particular its center, 0, is a convex combination of two perfectly distinguishable
extremal points of Ω. Let ω0 and ω1 be extremal points of Ω such that 0 is a
convex combination of them. Since we showed above that all extremal points of
Ω lie on the sphere S, the set of convex combinations of ω0 and ω1 is a chord of
S containing its center, 0. Therefore it is a diameter, and ω1 =−ω0. Since Ω has
reversible transitivity on pure states (i.e. transitivity of Aut Ω on 1-frames, which
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are precisely the extremal points), every extremal point ω of Ω can be obtained
from ω0 by acting with an element of O(V ), whence by linearity of the action,
−ω is also in Ω. So we have established that Ω is symmetric under coordinate
inversion x 7→ −x, and that every pair ω,−ω is a maximal frame.
We still need to show that there are no other maximal frames in Ω, i.e. no
2-frames that are not the endpoints of a diameter.51 If we have transitivity on
2-frames, we get this immediately: every 2-frame is an automorphic image of
(ω0,−ω0), and therefore of the form (ω,−ω) for some extremal ω .
Once we have this fact, we can use it as in [12] to establish that Ω is a ball.
The centroid of a compact convex set, which is 0 in the case of Ω, is in its relative
interior. Ω is full-dimensional, so its relative interior is its interior, and there is
an open ball around 0 contained in Ω. So for any x ∈ S there is λ ∈ (0,1] small
enough that λx ∈ Ω. By spectrality, λx is a convex combination of two perfectly
distinguishable extremal points of Ω. Since we showed above, using 2-transitivity,
that all such pairs are endpoints of diameters, λx must be a convex combination
of the endpoints of a diameter. For x ∈ S the only diameter containing λx 6= 0 is
the one between x and −x. So we have shown that x ∈ Ω; but x was an arbitrary
element of S. Since the entire sphere S belongs to the extreme boundary of the
convex set Ω, and we earlier showed that all extremal points of Ω are in S, Ω is
the convex hull of the (n−1)-sphere Sn−1, i.e. an n-dimensional ball.
B Faces of strongly symmetric spectral sets are strongly
symmetric and spectral
In this section we prove the following theorem, which includes item 5 of Proposi-
tion 3.6.
Theorem B.1. Let Ω be a strongly symmetric spectral compact convex set. Then
every face of Ω is a strongly symmetric spectral compact convex set; moreover if
F is a face of Ω and K = Aut Ω, then K(F) := KF/K
F = Aut F. Here KF is the
subgroup that takes F to itself; KF is the subgroup that fixes F pointwise. Also,
KF := K
c(F), where c(F) = ∑
|F |
i=1ωi/|F|, for any frame ωi for F, is the centroid of
F.
51This is the main point at which we perceive a gap in the argument in [12] which we do not see
how to easily bridge using only reversible transitivity and strong symmetry.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.4 and the fact that u = ∑ri=1ωi in a strongly symmetric
compact convex set, where ωi are a maximal frame, and the fact that u is Aut Ω-
invariant in our setup, the barycenter of Ω is easily shown to be (∑ri=1ωi)/r, for
any maximal frame [ω1, ...,ωr]. It is easily shown that any face of F is spectral,
since spectrality of Ω asserts, for ω ∈ F , that ω is a convex combination of per-
fectly distinguishable states, but these states must be in F by the definition of
face, and by Proposition 3.6 they must be extendable to a frame for F . Then one
shows, using strong symmetry, that for each face F of Ω, there is a subgroup of
K := Aut Ω, that preserves lin F and (necessarily or else it could not consist of
automorphisms of Ω) induces automorphisms of F , and acts transitively on the
maximal frames in F . This is immediate from strong symmetry, since the maxi-
mal frames in F are |F|-frames in Ω, and strong symmetry says K can take any
|F|-frame (whether in F or not) to any other. One has to show that frames in F
are still frames for F viewed in its affine span, but that is so because the cone
is perfect, and when the dual cone is represented internally via the self-dualizing
inner product, the distinguishing effects are the states themselves (cf. item 4 of
Proposition 3.6). Perfection of the cone V+ implies that the cone over F is self-
dual in its linear span according to the restriction of the inner product, so these
effects are still in the relative dual cone of F .
In fact, an element of K takes maximal frames of F to maximal frames of F
if, and only if, it belongs to the subgroup Klin F , that preserves lin F . The action
of this group on lin F gives a faithful representation of the group Klin F/K
lin F
(equivalently KF/K
F ). Since we have shown that F is spectral and strongly sym-
metric, it follows from claim in the first sentence of this proof that the barycenter
of F is ∑
|F |
i=1ωi/|F| for any maximal frame ωi for F . Any automorphism of F
preserves its barycenter, so the automorphism of F induced by any element of
KF must do so, i.e. KF ⊆ Kc(F). Furthermore, Kc(F) ⊆ KF . To see this, note
that c(F) is in the relative interior of F and therefore F = face(c(F)). Hence for
ϕ ∈ Kc(F) we have ϕ(F) = ϕ(face(c( f ))) = faceϕ(c(F)) = face(c(F)) = F , i.e.
ϕ ∈ KF . Here the second equality is a general fact about automorphisms ϕ (that
face(ϕ(x)) = ϕ(face(x))), and the third is from the assumption ϕ ∈ Kc(F).
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C More detail on the classification of regular poly-
topes via symmetric space representations
C.1 Details of the symmetric space representations containing
regular convex bodies as orbits of Farran-Robertson poly-
topes
In this subsection we go line by line through those entries in Tables 2, 3 and 4
that describe symmetric spaces associated with simplicial Farran-Robertson poly-
topes, along the way verifying that all cases where the simplex has 3 or more
vertices (△n,n≥ 2), are ones associated with EJAs, and for the △1 cases (where
the convex body must be a ball), noting which ones are spin factor Jordan alge-
bra automorphism representations (i.e. lie(K) = lie(Aut V )≡ derV ),52 and which
involve other transitive actions on balls.
The nomenclature for groups, symmetric spaces, and root systems is that used
in [8], which is very close to that used in Helgason [39], Ch. X.53 Tables 2 and
3 in [8], reproduced in the first columns of Tables 2 and 3 above, include those
symmetric spaces from Table V in Chapter X of Helgason [39], Table 2 being
the series, Table 3 the exceptional cases. These are the Type I and Type III non-
compact symmetric spaces, in Cartan’s nomenclature. The list of coincidences
between different classes of symmetric spaces given in §6.4 of Ch. X of [39] (pp.
519-520) is helpful here too; we refer to these below by Helgason’s enumeration,
e.g. as “coincidence (i)”, etc.
From Table 2: classical symmetric space representations.
AI is the symmetric space SL(n,R)/SO(n) with root space An−1, whose poly-
tope is the n-vertex simplex,△n−1. lie(K) = so(n), and the associated polar rep-
resentation V0 = p0, from the Cartan decomposition sl(n,R) = so(n)⊕p0, is the
traceless real symmetric matrices. As discussed in Section 4, this is the polar
representationV0 associated with the Jordan algebra V consisting of the real sym-
metric matricesV0⊕RI (where I is the identity matrix). The regular convex body
is then isomorphic to the unit-trace real symmetric positive semidefinite matrices.
AII is SU∗(2n)/Sp(n), of rank n− 1, and dimension (n− 1)(2n+ 1), with
polytope △n−1. SU∗(2n) is also known as SL(n,H), and Sp(n) as SU(n,H).
52HereV is a Jordan algebra, and Aut V is the compact group of Jordan algebra automorphisms,
with Lie algebra derV .
53Helgason combines BI and DI in the class BDI, whereas [8] keep them separate.
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The Cartan decomposition is sl(n,H) = su(n,H)⊕ p0 where p0 is the traceless
quaternionic-Hermitianmatrices, so the associated polar representation has SU(n,H)≡
Sp(n) acting on the traceless quaternionic-Hermitianmatrices. The regular convex
compact body of the Madden-Robertson construction is therefore affinely isomor-
phic to the unit-trace positive semidefinite quaternionic-Hermitian matrices.
Type AIII, SU(p,q)/S(Up×Uq), with root system Cq (for p = q) or BCq (for
p > q). Two polytopes are listed here because when q > 1 the two end nodes
of the Dynkin diagrams of Cq are nonequivalent, as are those of BCq, giving rise
to two orbit types in each case. At any rate, only in the case q = 1 are these
simplical polytopes, △1. The symmetric spaces are then SU(p,1)/S(Up×U1),
the dimension is 2p, and we know that the associated orbitopes are balls B2p by
Theorem 6.1. For p > 1, the root system is of type BC1, while for p = 1 it is of
typeC1.
The p= 1,q= 1 case corresponds to the spin factorR2⊕R, with positive cone
a Lorentz cone with 2 space dimensions, whose base is the disc, by coincidence
(i) of Helgason. (Note that S(U1×U1)≃U(1), with Lie algebra so(2).)
In the p > 1 case, S(Up×U1) ≃ U(p)54 acts transitively on B2p. In, for in-
stance, [53] theU(p) and SU(p) representations with transitive action on B2p are
described; for Q ∈U(p) or SU(p), we have the 2p×2p real matrix
ρ(Q) =
(
Re Q Im Q
−Im Q Re Q
)
. (7)
For Type BI the simplicial cases are the q = 1 cases of SO(p,q)/(SO(p)×
SO(q)) for p+ q odd, q < p, of type BI, with root space Bq. So we have p > 1
even, and the symmetric space is SO(p,1)/(SO(p)×SO(1))≡ SO(p,1)/SO(p).
The Cartan decomposition is so(p,1) = so(p)⊕Rp, and we have so(p) acting ir-
reducibly onRp. The action is equivalent to the Lie algebra representation derived
from the defining representation of SO(p). This is the polar representation embed-
ded in the spin factor Jordan algebra Rp⊕R, where theR summand is spanned by
the Jordan identity e, which is fixed by the full SO(n) representation as explained
in Section 4. Its positive cone is a Lorentz cone in one “time” dimension, and even
“space” dimension p, with normalized state space Ω a p-ball. If we write (x, t) for
54S(Up×Uq) is defined by the (complex) linear representation on Cp⊕Cq consisting of block-
diagonal matricesM with blocks inU(p) andU(q)with detM = 1, so S(Up×U1) is isomorphic to
the matrices of the linear representation V ⊕ det∗ ofU(p), where V is the defining representation
and det∗ the dual of the one-dimensional determinant representation. This is a faithful representa-
tion ofU(p).
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a an element of Rp⊕R, the convex hull of the orbit in the polar representation is
that ball, translated to the plane t = 0.
Type DI with the same group quotient, but p+ q even, similarly gives the
Lorentz cones for odd “space” dimension in the q = 1 cases, again as embedded
in spin factors.
The simplicial cases △1 in these two lines (BI and DI) account for all spin
factor isotropy group representations. A few of these will reappear below, due to
coincidences noted in [39].
DIII has q= ⌊n/2⌋, which gives q= 1, and hence△1, only for n= 2 and n= 3.
For n= 2, the dimension n(n−1) is 2, and the symmetric space is SO∗(4)/U(2).
Coincidence (xi) in Helgason’s list indicates that this coincides with type AI (n=
1), i.e real symmetric 2×2 matrices Herm(2,R) ≃ R2⊕R, aka the “rebit”, also
appearing as AIII (p= q= 1), DI (p= 2,q= 1) (Helgason’s BDI(p= 2,q= 1)),
and CI (n= 1).
For n = 3,q = 1 we have d = 6. By coincidence (vii) in Helgason, this is
also AIII (p = 3,q = 1). Ω is the 6-ball. The DIII symmetric space is given by
SO∗(6)/U(3), while p= 3,q= 1 implies the AIII symmetric space is SU(3,1)/(S(U(3)×
U(1)). The isomorphisms cited in the Helgason coincidence (vii) are su(3,1) ≃
so∗(6) and su(4)≃ so(6), corresponding to the “numerators” in the noncompact
and compact forms of the symmetric space respectively. As for the denominators,
S(U3×U1)≃U(3). A transitive action ofU(3) on the 5-sphere (boundary of the
6-ball) is known (cf. Table I in [53]).
Type CI, for n= q= 1, gives Sp(1,R)/U(1), with dimension 2, rank 1. This is
again the 2-ball (cf. coincidence (i) in Helgason again). This is the only simplicial
case.
For type CIII, the simplicial cases have q = 1, with polytope △1 and regular
convex body a ball B4p. The symmetric space is Sp(p,1)/(Sp(p)×Sp(1)). Since
sp(1)≃ su(2), and Sp(p)×SU(2) acts transitively on the boundary of the 4p-ball
(cf. [53] once again) In dimension 4, i.e. p= q= 1, Helgason’s coincidence (iii)
implies that we have an EJA R4⊕R: we have sp(1)× sp(1)≃ so(4).
From Table 3: exceptional symmetric space representations.
Table 3 concerns spaces derived from exceptional Lie groups. Of these, only
two have simplicial polytopes.
EIV, with polytope △2, has symmetric space determined by the pair of Lie
algebras (g,k) = (e6(−26), f4). The dimension of the polar representation of k,
hence of Aff Ω, is 26, and the Cartan decomposition and the Lie algebra f4 is that
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of the automorphism group of the convex set of unit-trace 3×3 positive definite
octonionic-Hermitian matrices, which is indeed 26-dimensional, corresponding
to the 27-dimensional exceptional Jordan algebra (cf. Table 1); p0 in the Cartan
decomposition is the traceless octonionic-Hermitian matrices.
FII has polytope △1, and symmetric space determined by g = f4(−20), k =
so(9). Its dimension is 16, so B is a 16-ball. Spin(9), a double cover of SO(9),
is known to act transitively on the unit 15-sphere in its (16-dimensional) fun-
damental representation (cf. [53] or [67]). Since the other exceptional case is
Herm(3,O), one might be tempted to think this representation is the octonionic
bit,Herm(2,O). ButHerm(2,O) is 10-dimensional, with 9-dimensional traceless
part, so the “octobit” is naturally identified with the spin factor R9⊕R, with state
space a 9-ball.55
From Table 4: representations from simple complex groups
In Table 4, corresponding to Helgason’s Type IV symmetric spaces, which
arise from quotients of complex semisimple groups (viewed as real groups) by
their compact real forms, the only simplicial polytopes appear in the the first line,
of type and root space An, for n ≥ 1, and noncompact symmetric space given by
SL(n+ 1,C)/SU(n+ 1), with dimension n(n+ 2). The Cartan decomposition is
sl(n+ 1,C) = su(n+ 1,C)⊕ p where p is the traceless complex Hermitian ma-
trices; the convex hull, Ω, of the orbit of the highest restricted weight state in
the traceless positive semidefinite matrices is affinely isomorphic to the unit-trace
positive semidefinite matrices, i.e. the “density matrices” of standard quantum
theory over C.
The remaining lines of Table 4 include some families with polytopes ✷n,✸n,
but the cases n= 1 are not included so there are no more simplicial cases.
C.2 Actions by polar representations other than symmetric space
representations
In Dadok’s classification of polar representations of compact connected groups K
by symmetric space representations, usually the polar representation is isomorphic
to a symmetric space representation, but sometimes it is necessary to pass, via
Theorem 8.10, to a symmetric space representation of a larger connected compact
group K˜, acting on the same space and having the same orbits as the original polar
55See [27] for an interpretation of Herm(2,O) as acted on by double covers of SO(9,1) and of
SO(9).
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representation. The original representation is the restriction of the representation
of K˜ to the subgroup K.
In the representations associated with simplicial Farran-Robertson polytopes,
this only occurs in the △1 cases, those in which the regular body B is a ball.
These must be cases in which K acts transitively (and linearly) on the sphere
∂B≡ ∂eB. Any representation of a compact group acting transitively on a sphere
is polar.56 So all such representations of compact connected groups must occur
either as symmetric space isotropy representations in Tables 2, 3 and 4, or as the
restrictions of such representations to subgroups via Theorem 8.10 of Dadok (for
a more compact and slightly more detailed presentation, see the main theorem of
[67] and the remarks following it).
In both cases, the subgroup necessarily acts transitively not only on the set of
extremal points (1-frames), but on the set of 2-frames as well, since the 2-frames
in a ball are just pairs [x,−x]. One motivation for interest in these possibilities
comes from general probabilistic theories: we might be interested in theories in
which the state space is strongly symmetric and spectral, but the group of allowed
reversible transformations is a proper subgroup of Aut 0Ω, yet we still want it
to act transitively on frames. In [5], the condition of energy observability (for-
mulated for this case to require an injection of the Lie algebra of the allowed
subgroup into the observables with the properties described in [5], Def. 30) was
shown to rule out not only all Jordan-algebraic state spaces with Aut 0Ω as the
allowed transformations, but also the systems with Ω a ball Bd , but with only a
proper subgroup of SO(d) as the allowed reversible transformations.
C.3 More detail on the Jordan-algebraic cases
For the symmetric space isotropy representations in which the compact group
acts on the orthocomplement of the identity in a Jordan algebra, and has the Lie
algebra of the group of Jordan automorphisms (call these Jordan isotropy repre-
sentations), the main text already gave a general argument why the regular convex
body is affinely isomorphic to the normalized Jordan algebra state space. In this
subsection, we see a little more concretely how this works, by looking in more
detail at those representations for which the Farran-Robertson polytopes are △n,
n ≥ 2, which is to say the “matrix” cases Herm(m,D). We need to verify that,
56This is implied at the end of Case I on p. 133 of [31]. It is also fairly obvious: the Cartan
subspace is 1-dimensional, generated by a diameter, and the sphere is the unique (up to dilation)
orbit.
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possibly up to an affine isomorphism, the orbit whose convex hull is the regular
convex body B in the Madden-Robertson construction is the same orbit whose
convex hull gives the normalized state space of V . For △n,n ≥ 2, if A = p⊕R
is an EJA then it must be of the form Herm(n,D), D ∈ {R,C,H,O}. The Cox-
eter/Dynkin diagram for the restricted Weyl group of Gss is that of An−1. The
space p in the Cartan decomposition g = k⊕ p of the Lie algebra of Aut ss0 A+ is
the traceless symmetric matrices over D. A maximal abelian subspace a of p is
given by the traceless diagonal matrices in each case; its dimension is n− 1. Its
Weyl group Ka/K
a (also written NK(a)/ZK(a)) is Sn. It is convenient to study K’s
action p by extending it to an action of p⊕R, where R in this case is generated by
the identity matrix, so we have an action on the space of symmetric matrices, not
just the traceless ones. K’s action fixes the identity matrix, and the traceless ma-
trices are an invariant (in fact irreducible) subspace for the K-action. W ≃ Sn acts
as the group of all permutations of the unit diagonal matrices eii, for i ∈ {1, ...,n}
(or if we prefer to consider its action on the traceless matrices, it permutes the n
traceless matrices e11− I/n ≡ diag((n−1)/n,−1/n, ...,−1/n),e22− I/n, etc..).
These matrices form the n vertices of an (n− 1)-simplex in the unit-trace (resp.
traceless) matrices. A set of generators for this group is the reflections in the hy-
perplanes normal to the traceless matrices eii−e j j, but these are not all necessary;
a minimal set is eii− ei+1,i+1. Thus eii− ei+1,i+1 are a system of simple roots for
An−1. For An−1, the diagram is linear with n−1 simple roots, and unmarked links
because adjacent roots are all at angle 2pi/3. If we identify the unit matrices eii
with unit vectors ei in R
n (the unit-trace matrices) to make index manipulation
easier, then e11, projected into the traceless matrices (i.e. e11− I/n) is λ1, the
first fundamental weight, which is the point in the Madden-Robertson construc-
tion that corresponds to the first node of the Coxeter diagram. The convex hull
of itsW -orbit is a simplex, the translation to the traceless matrices of the simplex
△(e1, ...,en) in the unit-trace matrices. This simplex in a is therefore Madden and
Robertson’s pi(B) in this polar representation, for the case of the first (leftmost)
node of the Coxeter diagram. The last node gives (up to possible dilation) the po-
lar body,57 and the polar of a simplex is again a simplex; indeed since the diagram
is symmetric the regular convex body associated with the last node will also be
57In the particular case of An−1, this is confirmed by the fact that λn−1/(n−1) is the barycenter
of a maximal face of the simplex pi(B), which is a negative multiple of a vertex of the simplex, sox
the convex hull of its orbit gives (up to dilation) the negative of the original simplex, which is an
isomorphic simplex and (up to dilation) the polar of the original simplex.
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affinely isomorphic to the one associated with the first. 58
Since we saw that in this construction, we could identify the fundamental
weight λ1 ∈ a whose W -orbitope gives pi(B) and whose K-orbitope gives B in
the Madden-Robertson embedding in a polar representation, as the traceless part
of the unit matrix e11, when that polar representation is one corresponding to a Eu-
clidean Jordan algebra, we see that B = Conv (K.(e11− I/n))≡ Conv (K.e11)−
I/n is affinely isomorphic to the normalized state space Conv K.e11 of the cor-
responding Euclidean Jordan algebra, the isomorphism being given by mapping
the linear hyperplane of traceless symmetric matrices to the affine hyperplane of
unit-trace ones, by adding I/n.
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